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ABSTRACT 

Nearly all the deficiencies of conventional vacuum evaporated 

coatings trace to a single physical property of condensed films: low 

packing density. One way to increase packing density is to bombard the 

growing film with ions during deposition, called ion-assisted deposi

tion (lAD). The beginning chapters of this dissertation analyze lAD 

as a perturbation of the conventional vacuum evaporation process. 

The experimental chapters begin with an examination of the 

effect on moisture penetration behavior of oxygen-ion bombarding 

completed optical filters. Moisture adsorption and desorption is re

tarded after bombardment in filters composed of titania and silica, 

but not in those of zirconia and silica. Bombardment evidently in

duces a crysta11ine-to-amorphous transition in titania, causing the 

surface to swell and occluding the pores. The transition in zirconia 

is the reverse, and no impediment to moisture appears. 

Argon-ion-assisted magnesium fluoride (MgF2) can show ultra

violet (UV) absorption. The primary mechanism is probably the forma

tion of F-centers (single fluorine-ion vacancies), although an un

saturated oxygen bond may also be responsible. Absorption can be 

removed by baking and often by irradiation with UV. After baking, 

fluorine is lost and replaced by oxygen. Absorption-free MgF2 films 

can be deposited by minimizing the substrate temperature and bombard

ment flux. Ion-assisted films contain up to 2% argon and up to 170 

xvii 



xviii 

parts-per-million of tungsten from the ion gun filaments. They show 

a slightly higher refractive index, are much less porous, and are 

much more resistant to damage by abrasion and exposure to fluorine 

gas. 

Ion-assisted aluminum oxide (alumina, A1203) films show a 

small increase in UV absorption after argon-ion bombardment; however, 

a mixture of argon and oxygen ions avoids the problem. Excess oxygen 

is often incorporated into alumina films, and depresses both the mass 

density and the refractive index. lAD increases refractive index and 

decreases porosity. Ion-assisted alumina films are somewhat more 

stable in humid environments. 

Ion-assisted deposition has been shown by this study to cause 

substantial improvements in many of the physical and some of the optical 

and chemical properties of evaporated magnesium fluoride and aluminum 

oxide films. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The history of modern optical coating begins somewhere in the 

early part of this century. This period of time saw the advent of 

high vacuum technology, and in fact optical coating owes its life to 

the invention of an easy and reliable method of generating a good 

vacuum. Credit fe, the design of the first high vacuum pump, a 

mercury-vapor condensation (now called diffusion) pump, belongs to 

1 w. Gaede who filed a German patent application for it in 1907. The 

design underwent numerous revisions and improvements over the next 

twenty years (see, for example, reference 2), but the use of mer-

cury, with a relatively high vapor pressure at convenient tempera-

tures, remained the limiting factor. 

In an auspicious three-paragraph note to the editor of 

Nature in 1928, C. R. Burch announced the nearly accidental dis-

3 til1ation of a petroleum oil with an unusually low vapor pressure. 

The author "became a\lare of the possibility and advantages of using 

oil in place of mercury as working fluid in condensation [diffusion] 

pumps." He goes to describe his discovery, and continues: "Clearly, 

if this oil could be heated until its vapor pressure was, say, 

100 dynes/ cm -2, without decomposition .it could be used as working 

fluid in a condensation pump and might be expected to give 

1 



performance, without artificial cooling, comparable with the 

performance of a mercury condensation pump with a cold trap 100·C 

below room temperature." Two years later, Burch's oil and a number 

of other fluids were evaluated in condensation pumps of various 

2 designs by Hickman and Sanford, and high vacuum technology was born. 

Not four more years passed before the first optical coatings 

were deposited. In Germany, Bauer (1934) deposited films of alkali 

4 halides and analyzed their ultraviolet absorption and reflection. He 

2 

noted their ability to antireflect quartz substrates, and in fact single 

layer alkali halide antireflection coatings remain even today the 

mainstay of optical coating. It is interesting to note that Bauer 

recognized that his films were less than perfectly dense and homoge-

neous, and he went as far as to postulate a distribution of effective 

refractive index for the layer, which he based on suppositions about 

its structure. 

In the United States, Pfund was at the same time depositing 

films of zinc sulfide for high reflection coating which exploited 

5 both scatter and interference. It is amusing, in retrospect, that 

Pfund initially considered the formation of films an annoyance which 

resulted from the generation of too low a pressure while trying to 

form powder blacks by evaporation in a vacuum jar. 6 

This initial work was followed quickly by the work of Smakula
7 

(1935) and StrongS (1936). It was not long before multilayer coatings 

9 10 were developed' and it was reasonable to say that the technology 

of optical coating was well on its way. 



The early workers quickly realized that the techniques they 

had developed were versatile and adaptable. They began to explore 

11 other materials suitable for evaporation in a vacuum, and eventu-

ally found a considerable number. Today, there are about 70 elements 

and about 50 compounds which can be deposited by this technique 

without great difficulty.12 This fact is a testament to the intrin-

sic versatility of the vacuum deposition process. 

Virtually every modern optical instrument from camera to 

photocopier now incorporates optical coatings, and it is easy to 

see in retrospect why optical coatings have become so widely em-

ployed. The conventional equipment and techniques of optical coat-

ing are so simple and versatile that many profitable optical coating 

houses were able to begin modestly in garages and storefronts. By 

today's standards of high technology equipment, coating equipment 

may even be considered inexpensive. Coatings can be deposited ra-

pidly by evaporation, thus allowing high volume production and the 

development of even more productive continuous roll and sheet 

coating processes. Furthermore, the quality of the resultant coat-

ings has most often been adequate to meet demands, and many of the 

companies which even today make their profits from this technology 

have had to put little effort into its study and improvement. 

The last few years, however, have seen a change in the demand 

for optical coatings. Increasingly sophisticated optical instruments 

and systems have placed increasingly stringent requirements on 

coatings. The widespread use of powerful computing techniques has 

3 
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made possible the conception and design pf an optical filter for 

nearly any application, but the difficulty of producing the filter 

remains. This changing environment has finally prompted some 

systematic study of the conventional deposition process and of the 

films that result from it. Through this study, we have come to some 

understanding of the intrinsic limitations of the conventional 

coating process, and realize that conventional coatings will always 

be inadequate for a few critical modern applications. 

The essential deficiencies of a conventional coating result 

from the character of its microscopic form. We commonly believe 

(by approximation) that a thin film of some material has the same 

mechanical, chemical~ and optical properties as would a thin slab 

of the same material in bulk form. But this is certainly not the 

case. In fact, evaporated thin films often deviate more from bulk 

properties than do films deposited by other means, and this deviation 

is fundamentally responsible for the undesirable properties of these 

films. (Bulk properties are not always the ones most desirable, 

but we commonly judge the quality of a film by comparing its pro-

perties to bulk properties). The most striking aspect of this 

variation is the film's microscopic form, or microstructure. 

Through an electron microscope, we can see that the film is 

far from being a thin slab of the bulk material we evaporated to 

make it. 
13 Its structure is usually more or less columnar, with 

the axis of the columns growing out of the substrate and approxi-

mat ely parallel to the vapor direction of incidence. This columnar 



form is seen clearly in Figure 1.1, which is an electron micrograph 

of a real thin film. Figure 1.2 is the result of a simulation of 

thin film growth, and it reproduces this columnar structure quite 

accurately. The simulation shows that the film actually contains 

a substantial number of voids, running parallel to the columns and 

between them. We will see later that voids contribute significantly 

to the undesirable properties of films. 

The character of this microstructure is directly attributable 

to the method of deposition. When simulating the growth of these 

films, one has merely to postulate that the particles arrive ran

domly in position and that, once they arrive, have but limited 

lateral mobility before they stick permanently to the surface. The 

result of such a simulation, as mentioned above, bears a marked 

resemblance to the structure of real films, and indeed the assump

tions are consistent with a physical analysis of conventional 

deposition. An evaporated adatom at 1800 K possesses only about 

0.1 eV of kinetic energy upon its arrival at the substrate, and 

this is hardly enough to allow it to find a void in formation and 

to fill it. To a large degree, it must stay where it lights. There 

is no possibility of growing a single crystal film with particles 

this low in energy. Indeed, it is not even possible to grow a 

film with as high a density as the bulk. 

The consequences of this columnar microstructure are far 

reaching. The film's mechanical, chemical, and optical properties 

are directly affected. When compared to their bulk counterparts, 

5 
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Figure 1.2. Result of thin film bilayer growth simulation with vapor 
incident obliquely43 
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evaporated thin films are softer, weaker, less dense, and chemically 

less stable. They show substantial internal stress and absorb more 

atmospheric gases and water. Optically, they have lower refractive 

indices and higher extinction coefficients, and often show form 

birefringence (birefringence which results from morphology) and 

increased scatter. In short, thin films of optical materials often 

have highly undesirable properties as a result of their 

microstructure. 

In view of these impressive inadequacies, it is surprising 

that any coating is useful. In fact, the overwhelming majority of 

coating applications are insensitive to these faults. In countless 

other cases, faults can be circumvented; for example, by hermetically 

sealing the coating from the effects of a detrimental atmosphere. 

But in a few cases of current importance, the inadequacies of con

ventional coatings cannot be tolerated. These applications include: 

laser resonator mirrors, which suffer from unwanted birefringence 

and/or dichroism; ring laser gyro mirrors, where total losses 

(absorption and scatter) must be reduced to a few parts per million; 

coatings for high-power applications, which must tolerate monumental 

fluence levels without degradation; internal mirrors for laser gain 

cavities, which must often tolerate the integrated effects of high 

photon fluence, gamma rays, electron bombardment, ion bombardment, 

and chemical attack (by fluorine, for example); some coatings must 

simply withstand months at sea on the hull of a ship, with an 

incessant windshield wiper scraping away • 

8 
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Some of these problems can be addressed by newer, more 

sophisticated (and more expensive) deposition technologies such as 

sputtering. But columnar microstructure and its associated ills are 

simply the direct result of insufficient adatom mobility at the 

substrate. The obvious question arises: is there a straightforward 

way to increase adatom mobility without revamping the entire tech-

nology? The answer, until fairly recently, 'was a disappointing "no." 

But with the advent of reliable, commercially available, relatively 

inexpensive ion sources, the answer has changed. An ion source, 

installed in the vacuum chamber and pointed at the substrate where 

the film is condensing, can provide the kinetic energy, momentum, 

and thermal energy that the arriving ada toms need to disrupt columnar 

growth and build a film whose density approaches that of the bulk. 

The benefits of this technique, called ion-assisted deposition (lAD), 

. 14-17 have been conc1us1ve1y demonstrated. A number of consequen-

tial problems have also been recognized, so that lAD cannot be called 

the panacea for optical coatings, but we may say that it has the 

potential to improve some of the important aspects of conventional 

f Hm growt h • 

It is not surprising, when considering the historical 

development of optical coating, that there is immense current 

interest in lAD. A tremendous amount of conventional deposition 

equipment is in use throughout the world. The equipment and tech-

niques, as discussed above, are flexible, efficient, and economical. 

Ion-assisted deposition has the potential to significantly improve 
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the quality of otherwise conventionally-deposited coatings without 

a large investment in either new equipment or an entirely new tech

nology. In short, it is a "retrofittab1e" technological improvement, 

and promises to significantly improve the results of a traditional 

process. 

It is the primary purpose of the present study to explore the 

extent to which lAD improves coatings, and also to explore its 

limitations and intrinsic weaknesses. In the course of this explor

ation, we hope to find some understanding of the physical dynamics 

of the lAD process so that its potential for success can be evaluated. 

But there is an added benefit to understanding lAD, and it consti

tutes the second purpose of this study. Many newer, more sophisti

cated deposition processes have been developed over recent years. 

These include, but are certainly not limited to, RF- and RF-magnetron 

sputtering, ion beam sputtering, ion plating, molecular beam 

epitaxy, atomic layer epitaxy, and ion cluster-beam deposition. 

Most of these techniques have natural advantages over vacuum 

evaporation in the structural and optical quality of the 

films produced. They also involve, almost without exception, ion 

interactions and ion-induced physical processes, and are consider

ably more complex than ion-assisted deposition. We hope, therefore, 

that by understanding the less complex physics of ion-assisted 

deposition, we may gain some distance on the understanding of these 

other, potentially more advantageous deposition processes. 



This investigation will examine the mechanical, chemical, 

and especially optical effects of ion-bombarding growing films of 

some common optical materials. In order to put these results in 

perspective, we begin, in the following chapter, with a description 

and analysis of the conventional vacuum evaporation process and of 

the films which result from it. Chapter 3 examines the impact of 

adding a bombarding ion beam to the conventionally growing film, 

11 

and discusses expected changes, desirable and undesirable, in the 

resultant film. In chapter 4, we examine the effects of bombarding 

the surfaces of completed optical filters and find that there are 

significant ion-induced changes in the behavior of these filters. 

Chapter 4 further provides some introduction to the scope of ion

induced changes and to the techniques of analyzing these changes. 

Chapter 5 discusses the experimental methods applied to the analysis 

of ion-assisted films. The essential results of lAD of magnesium 

fluoride and aluminum oxide are presented in Chapters 6 and 7, 

respectively, along with discussions and analyses of these results. 

Chapter 8 concludes with a summary of the potential gains and losses 

of ion-assisted deposition, general statements regarding its 

potential and limitations, and recommendations for future work. 



CHAPTER 2 

VACUUM EVAPORATION AND CONDENSED FILMS 

I 

This chapter develops a description of the conventional vacuum 
, 

evaporation process which will later aid our analysis of ion-assisted 

deposition (lAD). The name "ion-assisted deposition" implies that the 

ion beam is not the primary actor in depositing the film, but plays a 

supporting role. This is true. The primary process in lAD is vacuum 

evaporation, the process by which conventional films are deposited; lAD 

can be thought of as a perturbation (albeit a significant one) of the 

conventional process. In order to understand lAD, it will therefore be 

useful to build a conceptual foundation in vacuum evaporation, and to 

build our understanding from there. 

Before delving into physical analysis, it is useful to examine 

a typical configuration for vacuum evaporation and film deposition. 

This will provide a graphic reference for the conceptual discussion of 

physical processes which follows. 

A basic coating system consists of four components: a pumping 

system, a vacuum chamber, an evaporation source, and a substrate on 

which the film forms. Source and substrate are inside the vacuum 

chamber, as depicted in Figure 2.1. 

The coating procedure begins by placing the material to be 

deposited in the evaporation source and the substrate in a suitable 

12 
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holder. The vacuum chamber is then evacuated to a pressure of about 

-5 -5 
1 x 10 mbar (.76 x 10 Torr) or less. In vacuum, the evaporation 

source is heated to the point where vapor is condensing on the substrate 

at a suitable rate, typically about 1 nm of thickness per second. At 

this stage, a constant net flux of evaporant molecules is leaving the 

source, traversing the vacuum, and condensing on the substrate. Once 

the desired thickness is reached, the evaporant is shut off and the 

chamber may be opened. 

A person who has watched steam condense on a cool surface above 

a pot of boiling water may wonder why the trouble of a vacuum is 

required. The answer is manifold. First and most important, many of 

the materials which form desirable films are not stable against oxida-

tion or chemical recombination with atmospheric constituents at the 

temperatures required for evaporation. By removing the atmosphere, the 

material is required to' stay in (or at least near) its beginning state. 

Second, a vacuum allows the evaporant free transport away from the 

source material, and this maximizes the evaporation rate (more details 

on this in the next section). Third, film contaminants are less abun-

dant in a reduced atmosphere; atmospheric contaminants can be minimized 

by minimizing the atmosphere. Finally, the mean free path of an 

evaporant molecule in a high vacuum is at least as large as the source-

to-substrate distance, so that a particle can travel directly from the 

evaporation source to the substrate with a very low probability of 

interruption. This particular point will be treated in more detail in 

the section on molecular transport. 
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With this system model as a reference, we may now examine the 

process of vacuum evaporation in some detail. It can be subdivided for 

analysis into its component processes: evaporation, molecular trans

port, and film condensation. The evaporation stage constitutes the 

transition of the coating material, which may be an element, compound, 

or alloy, from condensed to vapor phase. The vaporized material then 

traverses a length of vacuum, called here the molecular transport step. 

Finally, the material condenses on a substrate to form the film, the 

object of the exercise. 

Descriptions of these three processes are culled from many sub

disciplines within physics. The larger components are from thermo

dynamics and from the kinetic theory of gases. While these theories are 

necessarily approximate when applied to vacuum evaporation, they have 

been historically adequate (with some caveats) to explain most of the 

observed phenomena. In the following sections, we will use the tools 

of thermodynamics and kinetic theory to explain the relevant aspects of 

vacuum evaporation and condensed films. 

Evaporation 

Evaporation is the beginning of the conventional deposition 

process. Although films are condensed from the vapor phase, the start

ing materials are always in condensed form. Evaporation forms the 

obvious transition between the two phases. 

Theoretical treatment of evaporation is best derived from 

thermodynamics but can be accessed fram kinetic theory. Both theories 
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contribute to our understanding of evaporation processes, but neither is 

able to encompass the entire topic. We must therefore extract from each 

what it can offer. An excellent review of both treatments, written by 

18 Reinhard GIang, appears in Handbook of Thin Film Technology; this dis-

cussion is drawn substantially from that book. 

From thermodynamics, we obtain the macroscopic aspects of 

evaporation: vapor pressure versus temperature, evaporation rates, and 

the behavior of evaporating compounds and alloys. The fundamental 

characteristics of a material's vapor pressure determine the potential 

success of vacuum evaporation, so this is an important property indeed. 

Thermodynamics also accounts for an observed upper bound on evaporation 

rate which cannot be exceeded regardless of the heat input. Materials 

chosen for vacuum evaporation must therefore have practical maximum 

rates. The problems of evaporating compounds and alloys involve dis-

sociation or decomposition of the materials prior to film formation. 

This is most often undesirable; thermodynamics anticipates these problems 

and suggests methods of choosing and manipulating compounds and alloys. 

From kinetic theory, we obtain the atomistic, or particle, 

aspects of evaporation. Kinetic theory is most useful when describing 

molecular transport phenomena, which we discuss in the next section. 

There is, however, some application of kinetic theory to evaporation 

which we will briefly review below. 
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Equilibrium Vapor Pressure 

Thermodynamic theory begins with a derivation of the equilibrium 

vapor pressure of materials. The variables in this derivation are the 

macroscopic properties pressure P, temperature T, volume V, and molar 

mass M. The fundamental postulates require energy conservation for the 

phase transition from condensed to vapor and that the vapor obeys the 

ideal gas law PV = nRT. The behavior of the heat capacity (at constant 

pressure) C in the range of interest is found experimentally to obey 
p 

-2 C = a + bT + cT ; a, b, and c are constant for a specific material. 
p 

This yields, for the relation between pressure an~ temperature, 

Al 
In(P) = - RT + Aa 

In(T) 

R 

T T-2 

+ Ab 2R + Ac 2R + A2, 

where Aa, etc., refer to the difference between phases, Al and A2 are 

material-specific integration constants, and R is the gas constant. 

Within the assumed contraints, then, this is the equation which governs 

vapor pressure. 

The utility of this equation is sadly limited by its dependence 

on several parameters which can only be determined experimentally. 

Recognition of this limitation has long since prompted the establishment 

of a convention for calculating vapor pressure from thermochemical data. 

The convention specifies vapor pressure in the form of the above 

equation with all parameters but T suppressed: 

log P = AT- I + B + ClogT + DT + ET-2 • 
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The numerical coefficients A, B, C, D, and E appear in order of 

decreasing significance: the first tw~ are nearly always required, use 

of the third and fourth is indicated only when their values are known 

with confidence, and the fifth is rarely used. Note that the coeffi-

cient A is necessarily negative; the vapor pressure always increases 

with increasing temperature. Coefficients are tabulated for many 

materials;19,20 the values compiled by Konig21 are recommended by Glang. 

Equipped with this expression and dependable thermodynamic data on some 

material of interest, it is now possible to predict its equilibrium 

vapor pressure (EVP). 

Evaporation Rate 

Vacuum evaporation, however, is far from an equilibrium process: 

there is a constant net flux of material out of the condensed phase. 

Fortunately, a fixed relation between a material's EVP and its evapora-

tion rate exists. Theory and extensive experimentation have determined 

that the upper bound on evaporation rate is proportional to the EVP. 

The Hertz-Knudsen equation defines this relationship: 

dN -1/2 
Adt = a(2nmkT) (Po - P). 

The left side of this expression is the molecular flux leaving the 

surface of the source per unit area per unit time. Po is the EVP, P is 

the hydrostatic pressure exerted by the evaporant on the evaporating 

surface, k is Boltzmann's constant, and m is the particle mass. (The 

appearance of a pressure difference term clarifies the need for a 

vacuum; only in a vacuum will diffusion keep P at a minimum.) The 
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coefficient a (O.~ a ~ 1) accommodates the possibility of impinging 

vapor molecules being reflected from the evaporant surface; it depends 

on the material and on surface cleanliness. For clean liquids, a is 

approximately unity, although a contaminated surface can reduce its 

value to 10-4 • For solids which evaporate congruently, a falls between 

0.3 and 1, and for solids which polymerize or dissociate, a may be as 

small as 0.1. The maximum rate obtains for a = 1 and P = 0: 

:~ (max) = (2TImkT)-1/2 Po. 

This equation is often useful when expressed in terms of the 

mass evaporation rate: 

dN m 1/2 _ 2 M 1/2 - 2 -1 
m Adt = (2TImkT) Po = 5.834 x 10 (T) Po gems 

where M is the molar mass in grams. This equation implies that the 

rate decreases with increasing temperature, but it must be remembered 

that Po is an increasing function of temperature; when all is done the 

correct relation is obtained. The maximum rate is not often attained 

in practice, but can be approached by employing a special evaporation 

source called a Knudsen cell. 22 

An expression of the same form as the above equation can be 

derived as well from a kinetic model of evaporation. The evaporating 

surface is defined by such a model as a collection of harmonic oscil-

lators whose energy depends on the temperature. The probability of 

evaporation can be calculated with enough rigor to yield the same 

equation. In this case, the coefficient a is interpreted as the ratio 
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of the rotational partition function of the condensed state to that of 

the vapor. 

Evaporating Compounds and Alloys 

The foregoing development is adequate to treat the evaporation 

of elements, but complications arise when considering compounds or 

alloys. The vaporization temperature of a substance is sometimes above 

the point where it dissociates or decomposes. In the worst case, an 

alloy with components of sharply different volatilities may produce a 

film composed of only the more volatile constituent. In milder cases, 

a compound such as an oxide may produce a film which is slightly re-

duced. Theoretical solutions to the problems of evaporating compounds 

and alloys have not been as successful as experimental approaches, and 

most materials are dealt with individually and empirically. 

For depositing compounds and alloys that give such difficulties 

with standard technique, there are three alternative methods of evapo-

rating compounds and alloys which deserve mention here. The first is 

reactive evaporation, which is widely employed to maintain the 

stoichiometry of oxide films when they are prone to reduction. In this 

process, an oxide is evaporated in the presence of a background pressure 

-4 (typically about 10 mbar) of oxygen. This pressure assures an ade-

quate bombardment of the growing film with oxygen at thermal energies, 

and consequent full oxidation of any reduced material. The second 

method is flash evaporation. This technique uses an evaporation fila-

ment (heater) hot enough to evaporate the least volatile of the 



constituents. The material is dropped onto the filament a few grains 

at a time so that all components are vaporized nearly simultaneously. 
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By supplying the material at a constant rate, a nominally stoichiometric 

and homogeneous film can be deposited. When neither of the above 

methods succeeds, the last technique, coevaporation, can sometimes be 

employed. The principle of coevaporation is simple: if a mixture of 

element A and element B is desired, each may be put in its own source 

and evaporated at a rate which yields the correct film composition. 

Many different compounds, alloys, cermets, and colloids can be formed 

in this way. 

Molecular Transport 

Once the coating material has been vaporized, we may turn to 

the kinetic theory of gases to describe its behavior, We are primarily 

interes ted in folJ.o,ving the evaporant molecules from the source to the 

substrate, and in knowing their energies, velocities, and distribution 

upon arrival. This section will present, without derivation, signifi

cant results of the application of kinetic theory to vacuum evaporation. 

Kinetic Theory 

Several approximations are commonly made in kinetic theory, 

and they bear repeating here: a) the gas molecules are identical 

elastic spheres; b) the spheres are small compared to their separation; 

c) each sphere has only three degrees of freedom corresponding to 

translation; d) the spheres exert no forces on each other except on 

collision. These four assumptions lead to the interpretation of gas 
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pressure as the momentum transferred from impinging spheres to container 

wall. They obviously constitute an approximation for almost all real 

systems, but experiment has justified their use for a wide range of 

problems. 

The first question about the vaporized material is likely to be: 

in what direction are the molecules travelling? The answer to this 

question can be derived from the theory of effusion of gases by using 

the aforementioned Knudsen cell as a model. The result shows that the 

distribution of particles leaving a plane surface follows a cosine law: 

the number of particles leaving the surface in a given direction is 

proportional to the cosine of the angle between the vector in that 

direction and the normal to the surface (see Figure 2.2). This 

dependence is a familiar one in optics, where it is known as Lambertian 

radiation. Once this distribution is known, it is possible to calcu

late the molecular flux in any direction from an evaporant of arbitrary 

shape. 

Only the initial direction of an evaporant molecule is known 

from the above analysis; the question of its final direction remains 

open. If there is significant probability that it will suffer a colli

sion before arriving at the substrate, then a new direction (or proba

bility density of direction) must be calculated. The concept of "mean 

free path" (MFP) is useful for dealing with this question. 
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Figure 2.2. The "cosine rule" for evaporant distribution 
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Mean Free Path 

The probability that a particular particle will avoid a 

collision is an exponentially decreasing function of distance. This 

can be expressed as 

N z 
- = exp (- A)' 
No 

where N/N is the fraction of collision-free particles, z is the 
o 

distance the particle has travelled, and A is the MFP. The MFP is 

related to the pressure P, temperature T, number density of particles 

N/V, and particle diameter d by 

These statistics are such that 37% of the particles travel a distance 

A without colllsioll, while only 1% travel 4.5A unimpeded. 

In a typical vacuum evaporation chamber during deposition the 
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-4 pressure is 10 mbar or less. The MFP at this pressure is approximate-

ly one meter. -5 At 10 mbar, it is 10 meters. Typical source-to-

substrate distances are less than half a meter. It is therefore safe 

to say that the majority of evaporant molecules travel from the source 

to the substrate without suffering a collision with residual gas. Col-

lis ions between evaporant particles can usually be neglected because 

they are not in thermal equilibrium with the enclosure and are general-

ly travelling in the same direction. There is consequently no concern 

with recalculating the distribution of molecular flux. When the MFP 
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of real gases is compared to the predictions of kinetic theory, good 

agreement is found and little variation is observed between different 

gases. 

At high evaporation rates, the above analysis may need to be 

reconsidered. The evaporant pressure immediately above the source 

could, under these conditions, rise to the point where free transport is 

impossible. A cloud of gas may form which acts as a secondary vapor 

source. Account must then be taken of the compound source distribution; 

fortunately, the problem is rarely serious or insurmountable. 

Energy and Speed Distributions 

Given the direction of the evaporant, we may now look into its 

energy and speed distributions. These quantities are related by kinetic 

theory to the gas pressure and temperature. Gas pressure, as mentioned 

above, is the total momentum transferred per unit area from N particles 

at temperature T to the walls of the enclosure of volume V: 

N 
P = V kT, 

where again k is Boltzmann's constant and P is pressure. The particle 

speed distribution follows the well-known Maxwell-Boltzmann function: 

dN -= 
N 

2 mu2 
u exp(- 2kT) du 

is the fraction of molecules with speed between u and u + duo Figure 

2.3 illustrates this function for aluminum and hydrogen gases. The 

Boltzmann distribution is characterized by the most probable speed u m 

and mean speed u: 
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2kT 1/2 -1 
u = (-) cm s m m , 

8kT 1/2 
== 14,551 

T 1/2 -1 u = (TIm) (-) cm s 
M 

where M is the molar mass in grams. The energy distribution can be 

derived from the above by substituting E 2 = 1/2 mu • 

molecules with energy between E and E + dE is then 

dNe 2 E 1/2 E 
N = kT7IT (kT) exp (- kT) dE. 

The fraction of 
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Figure 2.4 shows the energy distribution for gases at two temperatures. 

It should be noted that at higher temperatures some molecules have 

energies far above the average value. The significance of this fact 

will appear later in the discussion of condensation processes. 

Contaminants 

The chamber environment includes, in addition to the evaporant 

molecules, a residual pressure of atmospheric gases and contaminants. 

Unlike the evaporant stream, the particles which make up this residue 

are travelling in all directions. (It is usually assumed that most of 

the evaporant molecules stick immediately to the substrate upon 

arrival.) Contaminants are inevitably incorporated into the growing 

film simply because they collide with and sometimes stick to the sub-

strate and film. Kinetic theory provides an estimate of the surface 

collision rate for residual gas as a function of the gas pressure: 

R ~ 3.0 x 1022 P (TM)1/2 -2 -1 
cm s 
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Under typical deposition conditions, with a residual gas pressure of, 

-5 say, 10 mbar and ambient temperature, the rate is of the order 
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15 -2 -1 1 3 x 10 cm s • For a usual deposition rate of 1 nm s- , the rate of 

. 1 f 1 1 . b 1 1015 -2 -1 arr~va 0 evaporant mo ecu es ~s a out x em s • This means 

that the incidence ratio of desired- to undesired- particles is of the 

order unity; care must be taken to ensure that this significant poten-

tial for contamination is benign. It is fortunate that the sticking 

coefficient (the fraction of incident particles which stick) for most 

contaminants is much smaller than unity. 

In summary, we see that vapor molecules are treated adequately 

by the approximations of kinetic theory. They travel directly from the 

source to the substrate for all but the highest evaporation rates, and 

their speed and energy distributions are derived from the Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. At higher temperatures, a larger fraction of 

the particles have speeds and energies much above the average. In the 

next section, we examine the behavior of the evaporant upon collision 

with the substrate. 

Condensation Processes 

The previous section provided a description of the molecules 

arriving at the substrate, their energies, and velocities. We now turn 

to the substrate processes to examine the manner in which a film takes 

shape and grows. 

Film growth, like vacuum evaporation itself, can be broken 

down into stages. Films do not grow continuously from the time the 
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first molecule arrives; conditions at the substrate change with 

impingement time, especially in the earliest phases of growth. The 

first molecules see a barren substrate composed most often of another 

chemical species. Under these conditions, we say that the particle on 

the surface is adsorbed; it is neither vapor nor condensate, and is 

denoted as an adatom. Later in the deposition, arriving ada toms see 

their own species covering the substrate and condense into a defined 

phase. This section looks in turn at the stages of film growth with 

the emphasis on understanding the resultant film. 

Early Stages 

A single molecule colliding with the substrate can either 

reflect straight off the surface, or stick (adsorb). A number of 

o 0 23,24 h 1 1 d h b bOlo f fl 0 d ~nvest1gators ave ca cu ate t e pro a 1 1ty 0 a re ect1on, an 

have determined that it is likely only for very light or for very hot 

adatoms. The length of time required for the adatom to reach thermal 

equilibrium with the substrate, called the thermal accommodation time,25 

is of the order 2/f, where f is the lattice oscillation frequency. 

hi f i f h d 1012 s-l, d d d Since t s requency sot e or er an a atom nee spen 

very little time to lose its kinetic energy and become adsorbed on the 

substrate surface. In truth, the energy distribution of impinging 

molecules must be considered in determining the adsorption probability, 

but we will assume that, in general, thermal accommodation is immediate 

and that reflection is negligible. 
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Once adsorbed, an adatom may migrate about the surface and may 

also re-evaporate, or desorb. Desorption is probable when the energy 

of adsorption is small or when the substrate temperature is high. For 

practical cases, evaporation of monomers is found to be highly likely. 

This likelihood is expressed by the mean residence time, the average 

length of time an adatom spends on the surface before desorption. 

Since this time is relatively short, a mechanism other than monomer 

adsorption must be responsible for the accumulation of a deposit. 

Adatoms are found to be highly mobile on the bare substrate. 

They are therefore in constant motion, colliding with each other much 

as would the molecules in a two-dimensional idealized gas. The energy 

which binds together two molecules of the depositing material (related 

to its energy of condensation) is generally larger than the energy of 

desorption, so that a collision between two ada toms is likely to form 

a dimer. Another collision, or an impinging molecule from the source, 

may form a trimer, and so forth. In this way, molecules can form. 

clusters of deposit on the substrate. 

Dimers and trimers may still not be stable against dissociation 

and desorption, but larger clusters are more stable than smaller ones 

because their surface-to-volume ratio is smaller and the larger energy 

of condensation dominates. The term critical size refers to the 

minimum stable cluster size. Clusters smaller than the critical size 

tend to dissolve, while those larger persist and grow. 

Not all possible nucleation sites are equally favorable. If 

the substrate surface were perfectly flat on the atomic scale, all 
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sites would be equivalent; since this is rarely the case, nucleation 

occurs first in preferred locations. The favorable locations are those 

where substrate atoms px'ovide two or more nearest neighbors. The more 

favorable sites are those with more neighbors; in these, the adsorbates 

are more strongly bound. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5, where sites 

are ranked accordingly. It follows that nucleation density and adhesion 

depend on surface smoothness. The utility of this reasoning will appear 

in the next chapter when ion-induced surface modification is discussed. 

Each cluster is surrounded by a capture zone, within which a 

free monomer will migrate to and be accumulated by the cluster. The 

average size and density of clusters depends on the energetics of the 

surface and the adatoms. At higher temperatures, the capture zone is 

reduced by the increased energy and decreased mean residence time of 

monomers. A smaller capture zone leads to a denser growth of clusters, 

which are correspondingly smaller. The same obtains for smaller 

energies of desorption: smaller, denser clusters are formed. The 

critical size for a metal deposited on a crystal surface may be smaller 

than two atoms, so that many small nuclei are formed. 

Later Stages 

Initially, very little of the surface is covered by clusters 

or their associated capture zones, and many monomers escape. Not all 

of the impinging vapor becomes film. Later, as more of the surface 

becomes occupied, a larger fraction of monomers becomes incorporated 

into the deposit. By the time the average thickness of the deposit 
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approaches several to tens of monolayers, the entire surface is 

occupied by supercritical nuclei or capture zones; all impinging mole-

cules remain on the surface. We therefore expect to see, from the 

beginning of the impingement time, a change in the rate at which mate-

rial is deposited even when the impingement rate is constant. Figure 

2.6 is an illustration of how mass deposited changes with time for dif-

26 ferent substrate temperatures. The curves are characteristic of 

different mean residence times of the monomer. 

As nuclei grow, they touch and, because it is energetically 

favorable, coalesce to form larger grains. Coalescence is driven by 

surface energy, and is much the same as is seen in water droplets. 

As growth proceeds further, the nuclei form networks and leave open 

channels and holes in the film (see Figure 2.7 and reference 27). 

Growth of secondary nuclei in unoccupied territory is possible at this 

point. Eventually, the holes in the film close under the pressure of 

increasing material, and a continuous deposit is formed. A complete 

discussion of the stages of growth is given by Pashley.27 

Once the substrate is fully covered, condensation settles down 

to a more or less steady state. Nuclei continue to grow and fuse, 

typically forming a granular, polycrystalline deposit whose crystallite 

sizes depend on the nucleation density and system energetics. Crystal-

lite growth is usually imperfect; even if unperturbed by the presence 

of other growing crystallites, the growth of a single crystal would 

depend on the nature and regularity of the substrate surface. Further-

more, the stoichiometry of the deposit may vary from that of the 
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starting material both because of chemical changes induced by heating 

and because of residual gas incorporated into the film during growth. 

The residual gas mayor may not be reactive. 
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The most significant change in later stage growth is the reduc

tion in adatom mobility. The free diffusion of monomers which charac

terized the early stage of deposition gives way to a rapid quenching of 

impinging adatoms and their near-immediate incorporation into the film. 

This change is due to the substantial energy of condensation; it 

requires that a molecule, arriving randomly in position, stick to the 

film at or near the initial point of contact. 

This growth mechanism leads to a film with a very distinct 

structure. The film may be quite dense at the substrate where adatom 

mobility was high, but density decreases rapidly with distance from the 

substrate. Above the first few monolayers, the film is comparatively 

loosely-packed, with voids of varying sizes permeating its volume. 

The film structure, as seen in Figure 1.1 of the introduction and here 

in Figure 2.8, is not isotropic. The voids tend to be elongated, with 

their long axes falling between the substrate normal and the direction 

of vapor incidence. The microstructure of the film is consequently 

columnar. This structure has such a profound impact on film properties 

that it bears examination in some detail. That is the subject of the 

next section. 
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Condensed Films 

The consequences of the growth processes described in the 

previous section are far-reaching. In distinct contrast to the naive 

picture of a thin film as a slab of bulk material, we now see a porous, 

structured, granular film. In this section, we examine the impact of 

this structure and chemistry on the film's mechanical, optical, and 

chemical properties. 

It is useful at this point to review some of the experimental 

evidence for this structure and to discuss its implications. Awareness 

of distinct structure in evaporated films dates back at least as far as 

1934, when Bauer published results on the optical properties of alkali

halides. Only comparatively recently, however, have experimental 

techniques been developed which can reveal the detailed nature of this 

structure. 

Film Microstructure 

Electron microscopy, more than any other single technique, has 

probably had the strongest impact on perceptions of thin film micro

structure. A transmission electron micrograph of a film cross-section 

(such as is seen in Figure 2.8) presents a strikingly persuasive pic

ture of columnar microstructure. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

while able to image directly the film directly, lacks the resolution 

needed to observe the smallest of significant structures. Consequently, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) , with its greater resolving 

power, is commonly used. In order to image a film, however, a replica 
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of the surface which is semitransparent to electrons must be cast. 

This is usually done by depositing a carbon layer on the surface, and 

then by depositing at oblique incidence a thin layer of platinum. 

Platinum is relatively opaque to electrons, and forms a "shadow mask" 

of the surface. 

The clarity of these images is often startling. A cross section 

of the film shows the distinct anisotropy of elongated structures extend-

ing from the substrate surface toward the source of the evaporant. In 

the best TEM images, or in a micrograph of the film surface, it is pos-

sible to distinguish the individual grains of the film. When correlat-

ing the grain size with the nucleation density, it is found that each 

grain is made up of many nuclei; at some stage the fusion of nuclei 

must yield to the restriction on their mobility. 

Evolution of the characteristic size of the aggregate from 

nucleus to larger grain is indicative of an interesting phenomenon in 

film growth. The columnar structure which, in micron-thick films, is 

visible only under extreme magnification, is easily visible to the eye 

in millimeter-thick films. This suggests that the process of aggregate 

fusion continues throughout growth, constantly creating structures of 

increasing scale by incorporating the smaller components. This 

28 canonical hierarchy of scale is reminiscent of the study of "fractals," 

mathematical structures whose appearance is independent of the scale 

of the representation. 

Electron microscopy details the form of the film, but tells 

little about its density or void structure. It is indeed possible, 
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but perhaps unlikely, for a film to show distinct columnar structure 

and yet have bulk density. Information about density comes mainly from 

adsorption studies, which allow determination of the film's surface 

" 1 id 1 G d i t d" 29-31" di area or 1nterna vo vo. ume. as a sorpt on s u 1es 1n cate 

surface area by measuring the amount of gas it adsorbs. A less 

absolute, but nonetheless useful, measurement can be made by observing 

the change in optical thickness or refractive index of a film on 

h "d h 32-34 " 11 d h exposure to a um1 atmosp ere. It 1S usua y assume t at 

atmospheric water vapor fills the voids, and that this incorporated 

water is responsible for the observed change in refractive index. A 

typical change in performance of a thin-film narrow band filter is 

35 shown in Figure 2.9. 

Adsorption studies show invariably that films deposited with 

the most limited adatom mobility show the largest surface area and 

internal void volume. Limited adatom mobility, as discussed in the 

previous section, is associated with low substrate temperatures and 

large condensation energies. As a typical example, the surface area 

of a nickel film deposited at room temperature may be 100 times the 

29 geometric area. Furthermore, the surface area is found to increase 

linearly with film thickness; the voids are distributed uniformly 

35-37 throughout the depth of the film. An even stronger increase in 

surface area is seen when the pressure of residual gas is large enough 

to disrupt the regular growth of crystallites. 

There is continuing interest in techniques for measuring the 

density, porosity, and structure of thin films. Infrared absorption 
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analyses have been applied to the problem of measuring adsorbed water 

" f "lms 38, 39 I h 1 b d h 1 l.n l.. t as recent y een suggeste t at nuc ear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) could be used to time-resolve the diffusion of water 

" f"lm 40 l.nto a J. • Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS), an 

absolute method of determining species number density, is being deve1-

oped as a tool for thin film analysis at the University of Arizona, and 

is able to yield reliable measurements of film density. 

Film Properties 

Variations in film structure and density often lead to corres-

ponding changes in other properties. Films are often softer than their 

bulk counterparts and scratch more easily. In other cases, special 

advantage can be taken of the film structure to create harder materials; 

if the columnar growth of aluminum is broken periodically by a burst 

of residual gas, a boxlike aluminum matrix is formed with remarkably 

41 enhanced strength. Films nearly always show intrinsic stress. Stress 

is strongest in films deposited on cold substrates, as might be expect-

ed. It is most often tensile, but may be compressive, and can change 

with temperature and atmospheric conditions. 

Except for the changes it makes in the optical properties, 

water is a benign adsorbate on many optical materials. But several 

popular compounds, including zinc sulfide, cryolite, and chio1ite, are 

hygroscopic and have little tolerance for water; porosity is a serious 

difficulty for these substances. Even the stouter materials often 

yield to sea water. Furthermore, not all adsorbates are benign. Many 
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modern coating applications expose filters to hostile environments. 

Filters and mirrors are often required to endure the interior of an 

active laser medium, exposed to e.nergetic electrons or ions, free 

fluorine., or gamma rays. 

In addition to the mechanical properties mentioned above, vari-

ances are observed in chemical and optical properties. Resistance to 

chemical attack which is seen in the bulk material is often reduced in 

films. For example, a magnesium fluoride film should withstand a 

fluorine atmosphere, as does the bulk. A typical film, however, is 

among the most easily attacked of common optical materials. 42 This 

weakness is commonly attributed to intrinsic stress, which taxes the 

intermolecular bonds. There may further be an increase in the reac-

tivity of the film material as a consequence of stoichiometric varia-

tions and incorporated impurities. 

Growth Simulations 

Before proceeding to a discussion of optical properties, it 

will be useful to examine the results of thin film growth simula-

. 43-47 
t~ons. While these results are not rigorous, they are conceptual-

ly accessible and provide surprisingly accurate predictions of film 

properties. We may therefore use them to enhance our understanding of 

film structure on a scale that is otherwise difficult to visualize. 

A typical result is shown in Figure 2.10. 

These simulations are based on a very simple model. Each 

molecule is a rigid sphere (or disk in the two-dimensional simulations) 
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Figure 2.10. Result of thin film growth simulation43 
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which arrives at the substrate randomly in position. Its mobility is 

defined by a probability distribution on sticking at the nearest site, 

moving to the next site, the next but one, etc. Molecules are presumed 

incident from a defined direction or fram a range of angles. These 

assumptions are obviously consistent with the previous section's 

discussion of condensation processes. 

Many of the features which appear in micrographs are reproduced 

by the simulation: reduced density, columnar structure, roughened 

surface, and at least the potential for stress in possible intercolumn 

forces. It is not difficult to imagine, when pondering one of these 

simulations, penetration and adsorption of atmospheric gas or water 

vapor. The loose structure indicates the potential softness of the 

material and the weakened intermolecular bonds. By including a few 

impurity atoms and replacing disks with polar molecules, one may envi

sion disruptions of form and intercollmmar forces which pull columns 

together as they grow. In short, the simulation provides a useful 

model of film structure and has been at least as useful to this author 

as electron micrographs in Visualizing and understanding the properties 

of real films. 

Optical Properties 

With the foregoing introduction to the structure of thin films, 

we are ready to examine the impact of structure and chemistry on opti

cal performance. Again, the consequences span a range of effects. 

The optical properties of a film include its (complex) refractive 
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index, dielectric tensor, and miscellaneous properties such as scatter 

and laser damage threshold. Film structure, and film chemistry as well, 

can influence any or all of these properties. 

Porous films are able to adsorb moisture and other atmospheric 

gases. As mentioned above, adsorption can be exploited to benefit when 

analyzing film void volume, but it can also add considerable uncertainty 

to the resultant refractive index. The effective refractive index falls 

between the index of the film material and that of the voids. While 

several different theoretical treatments permit calculation of effec-

• 48 49 tive index for various approximations to the med~um structure, , it 

is intuitively reasonable that the effective index increases with the 

refractive index of the voids. A rise in the void index accompanies 

moisture penetration. Since the amount of moisture adsorbed in the 

film is dependent on the ambient relative humidity, the refractive 

index, and therefore the optical thickness, vary with the "weather." 

In less critical applications, this variance in optical thick-

ness can often be tolerated. A filter made with reasonable care may 

shift less than 5 nm in wavelength over the extremes of relative 

humidity. A shift of this magnitude is often negligible. If the 

filter is a 3-nm wide bandpass filter, however, this deviation can be 

catastrophic. Similar problems accompany the manufacture of filters 

for vacuum environments such as space. 

Adsorbed water, a consequence of film structure, affects 

primarily the real part of the refractive index. But both structure 
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and film chemistry can influence the imaginary part, or extinction 

coefficient. The irregular microscopic arrangement of molecules 

stretches and compresses chemical bonds, partially dissociates mole-

cules, and creates molecular complexes. In silica, for example, a 

stretched, or "non-bridging" oxygen bond leads to a characteristic 

b . b d' h . f d 16 a sorpt~on an ~n t e near ~n rare • Stoichiometric deficits, such 

as oxygen depletion in titania, typically move the absorption band edge 

toward longer wavelengths. For most materials of interest, this means 

increased absorption in the ultraviolet and visible regions of the 

spectrum. Stoichiometry can also influence structure through crystal-

line form. The crystalline phase of samarium sulfide, for example, 

depends on whether SmS or Sm
2
S3 is the dominant species. 

The imaginary part of the refractive index reflects the 

absorptive part of the film losses, but losses can also be due to 

scatter. Scatter is a significant problem in ring laser gyro mirrors, 

where it leads to mode locking. In all applications, it introduces 

stray light and decreases specular reflectance and transmittance. 

Intrinsic inhomogeneity and surface roughness of a conventional film 

are strong contributors to scatter and therefore to losses. 

The dielectric tensor describes optical anisotropy in a medium. 

(For an isotropic medium, the tensor collapses to a scalar quantity: 

the square of the complex refractive index.) In the idealized model of 

thin films, a layer is homogeneous and isotropic; i.e., its optical 

properties are the same throughout the layer and for all orientations 

of the electric vector. Brief consideration of a film's columnar 



nature, however, should convince the reader that this can be an 

immoderate approximation. At one extreme, experiment has shown that a 

4-micrometer-thick dielectric film deposited at grazing incidence may 

display enough birefringence to function as a half-wave retarder. 50 

Metal films deposited at grazing incidence are strongly dichroic; this 

51 has been known for nearly a century. 
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For films deposited at normal incidence, the column cross

section is, on the average, circular, and column axes are parallel to 

the substrate normal. The film appears isotropic to light incident 

normally. In fact, the film behaves like a uniaxial crystal with the 

propagation vector parallel to the optical axis. (The dielectric tensor 

in the principal axis coordinate system for a uniaxial medium has two 

diagonal elements equal.) For light at oblique incidence, the tensor 

must be used to determine the effective refractive index and birefrin

gence. This says in essence that the refractive index of the layer 

becomes dependent on the direction of the electric vector;·the medium 

is polarization-sensitive. 

When films are deposited at oblique incidence, the column axis 

is tilted to the substrate normal by an angle approximated by the law44 

tan(a) = 2tan(~), where a is the vapor angle of incidence and S is the 

angle between the normal and the column axis. Furthermore, the best 

approximation to the column cross-section is no longer circular, but 

becomes elliptical. The resultant dielectric tensor is similar to 

that for a biaxial crystal whose principal axes do not coincide with 
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the substrate coordinates. In short, the behavior of these films is 

anomolous. 

Theoretical treatment of structural anisotropy in films invari-

ably involves treating some approximate model of the structure. 

34 Horowitz, based on the water penetration studies of Lee and on com-

puter models of film growth, postulated that the film was composed of 

parallel, cylindrical columns of elliptical cross-section. 52 He was 

able to treat this structure with tensor calculus, and to correlate 

his theoretical predictions with the measured optical properties of 

films. 

There are a number of optical properties of special interest. 

Laser-induced damage is probably the best known of these. Very little 

is known to date about the mechanisms of laser-induced damage, but 

damage thresholds of thin films are invariable lower than those of 

bulk materials. Investigations are currently most concerned with 

structural defects, and secondarily with chemical variations. The work 

of Desandre53 implied a correlation between moisture adsorption sites 

and altered probability of laser-induced damage. 

In summation, we have examined a variety of mechanical, chemi-

cal, and optical characteristics of evaporated films. With respect to 

the optical properties, we see that moisture penetration affects the 

real part of the refractive index, that both structure and stoichi-

ometry affect the imaginary part, and that the structure may lead to 

optical anisotropy. We will see in the next chapter that an ion beam 



can improve the film structure and reduce anisotropy, but often at the 

cost of stoichiometry. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ION-ASSISTED DEPOSITION 

This chapter considers the effect of bombarding the substrate 

and growing film with a beam of ions. The deposition technique is 

still vacuum evaporation, so much of the analysis of Chapter 2 applies. 

However, the ion beam significantly changes surface and film growth 

dynamics, and these must be reconsidered. 

Ion beams have been widely applied in both research laboratories 

d d t ' , 54 an pro uc 10n enV1ronments. Their utility is largely due to the 

fact that ion bombardment affects a wide range of properties from 

chemical to mechanical. Ion bombardment can change the chemical 

composition of a material by ion implantation, ion exchange, or prefer-

, I ,55 ent1a sputter1ng. It can induce structural changes by recrystall-

56 ization, amorphization, implantation, or sputtering. All of these 

effects are at work when the beam is used to modify a material in 

formation, as is the case with lAD. 

Ion Sources 

Before examining the physical processes, it is useful to dis-

cuss ion sources and their application. The two types of sources used 

in these experiments are representative of ion sources in general (a 

review of sources and their operation can be found in reference 54). 

The one used for the ion-bombardment modification described in 

52 
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Chapter 4 is a cold-cathode (also called hollow-cathode) source; a hot-

cathode (also called Kaufman) source was used for the lAD described in 

Chapter 5. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show cutaway diagrams and electrical 

connections for the tw'O types. 

The cold-cathode source (Figure 3.1) generates ions in a plasma 

contained inside the hollow cylindrical cathode. The gas to be ionized 

is admitted through a tube at the base; the discharge is initiated by 

the potential gradient at the anode wire on the axis of the cylinder, 

and the discharge burns between the cathode and the anode. The 

efficiency of generation is enhanced by the addition of permanent 

magnets at either end of the cathode. The magnets elongate the path of 

electrons by forcing them into helical orbits; since ionization number 

is proportional to path length, more ions are generated. Ions are 

drawn by an extraction potential out of the plasma and through an 

aperture on one side of the cathode; the beam is defined by the size of 

the aperture. It is not neutralized. 

The hot-cathode source (Figure 3.2) exploits the thermionic 

emission of a heated tungsten wire as a source of electrons. The wire 

cathode burns inside a cylindrical anode, which contains the plasma. 

This source also takes advantage of magnetic enhancement to maximize 

ionization efficiency, but in this case the magnets run parallel to the 

anode axis. Ions are extracted by a dual-grid system. The positive 

potential of the inner grid defines the ion energy with respect to 
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ground at the substrate. The negatively-biased outer, or accelerator, 

grid shapes the plasma boundary and prevents migration of electrons 

from the neutralizer into the plasma. The beam in this particular 

source is neutralized by a glowing tungsten filament in the beam. 

The two sources are distinguished by several factors and an 

item-by-item comparison is useful. The most significant factor is the 

ion energy distribution. The cold-cathode source supplies ions with a 

broad range of energies (Figure 3.3); the lower energies are most prob-

able, and the probability decreases monotonically with increasing 

energy. The hot-cathode device, however, provides approximately mono-

t · . 57 (F' 3 3) energe ~c ~ons ~gure.. The spread of ion energy is of the order 

of the voltage drop across the cathode filament, typically a few 

electron volts. The sources also differ in the purity of the ion beam. 

A hot-cathode source employs tungsten filaments and graphite grids 

which are-potential (and actual) sources of contamination. The cold-

cathode source runs potentially much cleaner. Furthermore, it is 

difficult to use oxygen as the ionized gas in a hot-cathode source 

because oxidation reduces filament life, sometimes severely. A cold-

cathode source has no such difficulty. However, the cold-cathode 

source used in this work generates practical flux densities only for 

relatively large ion energies (i.e., 1 - 3 KeV); the hot-cathode 

device supplies of a wide range of fluxes at energies as low as about 

30 eVe The beam aperture of the hot-cathode source used in these 

experiments is 3 cm; that of the cold-cathode source is approximately 
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Figure 3.3. Typical ion energy distributions for cold- and hot-cathode 
ion sources, after MacNei157 



3 mm. While the beam divergence of the cold-cathode source is fixed 

by geometry, that of the hot-cathode device is adjustable by means of 

the accelerator voltage which shapes the plasma. 

When used for lAD, the ion source is installed in the chamber 

as shown in Figure 3.4. Since the beam is directed at the substrate, 

the ion interaction is limited to that area; we therefore need recon-

sider only the substrate and condensation processes discussed in the 

previous chapter. 

The next section examines the effects of ion bombardment on 

the substrate and on nucleation beahvior. The last section considers 

in some detail the physical and chemical aspects of film growth under 

these modified conditions, with emphasis on the nature of lAD films. 

This treatment is largely by example, as no comprehensive theory of 

ion beam effects exist. 

Ion Bombardment of the Substrate 

Much scientific attention has been devoted to the effects of 

bombarding ion beams on the surface of solids. 58 ,59 These effects are 

of course strongly dependent on the ion energy. Table 3.1 is an 

approximate grouping of bombarding ion energies and their associated 

effects. 

lAD resides at the lower end of the energy spectrum, but the 

effects are widespread even so. Even when the ion energy is some 

tens of eV, the ·effects of bombardment include surface cleaning, 

surface activation, sputtering (milling), compositional changes 
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Table 1. Bombardment Effects Grouped by Energy 

Ion Energy (eV) 

1-100 

100-5000 

~ 5000 

Major Effects of Bombardment 

Chemical 

Chemical and Surface Structural Changes 

Chemical, Sputtering, and Structural Changes 

Implantation and Structural Damage 
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(preferential sputtering, ion trapping, chemical reaction), and 

structural changes (cyrsta11ine phase, surface morphology). In 

addition to modifying the growing film, then, a bombarding ion beam 

can alter the substrate surface before deposition. 

Most substrate materials are chemically and compositionally 

stable under ion bombardment; the most significant effect is upon the 

microstructure of the surface. Experiment and computer simulation 

have shown that the shape of a surface evolves under bombardment due 

to the angular dependence of sputter yield (see, for example, Chapter 

6 of reference 59). Since sputtering is slower when the ions are in-

cident normally than at oblique incidence, the general effect at the 

macroscopic level is smoothing of the surface. At atomic scale, how-

every, a random roughness is induced by sputtering and disruptions 

of crystalline order. The roughness increases light scattering from 

the surface, but more important, it alters the nucleation behavior 

of films. 

A perfectly smooth surface is not the most conducive to 

nucleating films because it provides only the least favorable nucle-

ation sites, as discussed in the previous chatper. Bombardment-

induced surface defects provide a wealth of suitable sites for 

nucleation. Studies have shown that po1ycrysta11ine films grown on 

60 bombarded substrates nucleate more densely, are continuous at 

smaller average thicknesses, and grow smaller grains than films 
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61 grown on untreated surfaces. The·most productive defects are formed 

by ions in range 100 to 1000 eVe 

Ion bombardment also constitutes an effective substrate clean-

ing method. It removes the adsorbates which cover a surface even in a 

"clean" high vacuum, and allows the impinging adatoms free access to 

the surface. This, combined with the enhanced nucleation, leads to 

films with greatly improved adhesion. 62 The surface heating which 

accompanies ion bombardment may further enhance surface diffusion and 

thereby promote film growth. 

Modified Growth and lAD Films 

The effects of an ion beam on film growth can be grouped 

roughly into physical and chemical phenomena. The physical aspects 

include changes in morphology of the film, sputtering, and changes 

in cyystalline phase. Chemical effects result from preferential 

evaporation, dissociation, and decomposition due to heating, prefer-

ential sputtering, and chemical reaction between the film material 

and ions or contaminants. 

The processes at work in lAD are not completely understood. 

Some of the problems are analogous to those in the study of ion 

bombardment of surfaces: changes in crystalline phase, ion implanta-

tion, sputtering, and preferential sputtering in compounds. These 

problems have received more attention than those related only to lAD 

and are consequently somewhat better understood. The structural and 



topological effects, however, and the impact of modification on the 

film's optical, chemical, and physical properties, are understood 

largely on the basis of growing empirical evidence. 58 ,59 
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As a result, this section will review the results of ion 

bombardment and lAD without a concerted attempt to relate these results 

to rigorous physical and chemical theory. Where aspects of a theory 

have been developed, they will be reviewed. We begin with one such 

case: energy transfer between the bombarding ion and the solid film. 

Energy Transfer 

The overwhelming effect of an ion beam on a growing film is the 

introduction of additional energy. The peculiar structure of an evap

orated film, as detailed in the previous chapter, is a result of 

insufficient adatom energy and therefore limited mobility. The ion 

beam supplies additional energy to the growing film. 

The physical mechanism by which energy is imparted to the 

growing film is a subject of minor debate. As mentioned above, ion 

bombardment theory is better formulated for ion energies well above 

those used for lAD. Treatment of the energy range of interest in lAD, 

1 - 1000 eV, has largely been extrapolated from this work, and not 

always with complete success. 

One difficulty in formulating a model for this energy range 

arises from the fact that a single ion collision affects anywhere 

between a few and hundreds of atoms in the solid. When only a few 

are affected, simple mechanistic models and Monte Carlo simulations 
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can be applied effectively. As the number grows, this technique 

rapidly becomes impractical. But not until the number of atoms reaches 

the hundreds or thousands can a continuum analytic solution be 

attempted. Thus, lAD is caught in limbo between finite and continuum 

theories. 

Finite theory is concerned with the propagation of acoustic 

energy, or lattice displacements, from the impact site, while contin

uum theory treats thermal energy transfer. The term "spike" can be 

used in both treatments to indicate the sudden arrival of localized 

energy from the collision; it is either a "displacement spike" or a 

"thermal spike." 

A displacement spike is the result of a transfer of momentum 

from the ion to the lattice of the solid. If the impulse is small, 

the lattice undergoes a temporary perturbation as it dissipates 

energy by recoil oscillation, but in time each atom returns to its 

original position. A larger impulse may dislodge one or many more 

atoms, overcoming their binding forces, and create a temporary chaos 

in particle position and lattice potential. After the atoms settle 

dmm, the solid is locally restructured. Because the spike lifts. 

constraints on particle mobility, intermolecular binding forces are 

likely to pull the material into a denser and more homogeneous for

mation. The result of this process is seen in lAD as films with 

modified microstructure. 

A thermal spike leads to a very similar local restructuring, 

but is viewed instead as an input of thermal energy which produces 
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local annealing. The input raises the local temperature of the solid 

above its Debye temperature, creating a temporary fluid which flows 

to minimize its free energy. The result is again a denser, more 

homogeneous material. 

(It should be noted that Brinkman63 coined the term "displace-

ment spike" to distinguish his theory of bombardment damage in metals 

from that of Seitz64 , who proposed a thermal spike model which specifi-

cally prohibited annealing. The current use of these terms, thermal 

and displacement, may not coincide strictly with their original 

meanings the present author hopes he has not been too liberal in 

interpretation.) 

65 Since 1980, the work of Hirsch and Varga has served as a 

benchmark for theories of structure modification in lAD. Theirs is a 

thermal spike model, and because it has had such an impact on the 

perspectives of workers in the lAD field, it bears examination in some 

detail. 

Hirsch and Varga were concerned with films of germanium (Ge), 

an elemental solid whose properties have been studied extensively. 

62 They had previously found that the adhesion of lAD Ge films to the 

glass substrate was significantly greater than that of conventional 

films. In order to distinguish the enhanced adhesion from possible 

reduced intrinsic stress, they deposited films with the argon ion 

1 ft th f · t 1000 A of th~ckness.65 source on on y a er e 1rs fi • This ensured 

that the film-substrate interface, and therefore the force of ad-

hesion, was identical to that of a conventional film. They had 
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previously observed that a conventional film, because of its extreme 

intrinsic stress, invariably cracked and peeled from the substrate. 

Some of the lAD films, however, maintained their integrity, and must 

therefore suffer less stress. They characterized film failure versus 

ion energy and ion flux density, and found for all energies from 65 

to 3000 eV a critical value of flux below which films would fail. 

The relation between critical flux, I , and energy was found 
c 

to obey an empiracal law I _ 3.9 x 1016 E-3/ 2 ions cm-2 s-l The 
c-

authors point out that the exponent -3/2 is numerically close to the 

exponent -5/3 predicted by Sejtz and Koehler66 for the number of atoms 

undergoing molecular rearrangement during the lifetime of a thermal 

spike. The expression for this number in n = 0.016 ~ (Eo /Q)-5/3, 

where ~ is a numerical coefficient which falls between 1 and 10, E 
o 

is the activation energy of the rearrangement process, and Q is the 

energy in the spike (here set equal to the ion energy). The total 

number of molecules per second undergoing rearrangement during ion 

bombardment is then nI . 
c 

With the above approximation that 3/2 ~ 5/3, 

they found that nI = 6.2 x 1014 ~ E 5/3 
c 0 = constant. Thus, at the 

critical ion flux, the total number of molecules rearranged during 

deposition is constant. 

This result is promising in that it represents a plausible 

mechanism for structural changes, but remains unsatisfying in some 

of the details. First, although 5/3 is numerically approximate to 

3/2, the data of Hirsch and Varga are precise enough that 5/3 cannot 

realistically be allowed (see figure 2 of reference 65). Second, 
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their correlation between stress and flux is drawn from observations 

of film failure rather than direct measurement of stress, and is there-

fore subject to the influence of factors other than stress, such as 

substrate cleanliness and residual gas composition during deposition. 

Furthermore, it is not altogether clear that stress should be the 

criterion for I , rather than, say, packing density. Third, the 
o 

authors equate the energy in the spike to the ion energy, thereby 

ignoring ion recoil, target sputtering, and cascade effects. 

The questions of ion recoil, target sputtering, and cascade 

effects are worth a brief examination. Since very few argon ions are 

trapped in the film, the fact that they recoil is not open to question; 

however, the energy with which they do so is unknown. A fraction 

which depends on the ion energy are undoubtedly scattered elastically; 

if this fraction is significant, a considerable error could result. 

Target sputtering, while a legitimate concern, is not likely to carry 

away much of the incident energy, if an example provided by Bay67 is 

applicable: the energy of sputtered titanium atoms is rarely more 

than a few eVe Cascade effects, or secondary spike events, are 

63 expected by the predictions of finite theory ,but are not 

accounted in this annealing model. These considerations may bring the 

model of Hirsch and Varga nearer or further from their experimental 

results; it is unfortunately beyond the scope of this dissertation 

to investigate. 

This work has been reviewed in critical detail because it 

represents a singular attempt to develop a model of lAD structural 
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modification. To date, no other continuum models have been proposed 

and no finite theory of structural modification has been forthcoming. 

Finite theories may receive more attention in the future due 

to the increasing use of large mainframe computers to model molecular 

systems. Film growth models, discussed above, may be adaptable to 

models of lAD processes. This is a particularly exciting avenue of 

approach since it can deal directly with models of structure which are 

already optimized for evaporated films. 

In the next subsection, we look at the physical effects whi'ch 

bombardment theories attempt to explain. 

Physical Effects 

Regardless of the mechani£m, ions deposit energy and alter film 

structure. Investigations of film packing density produce highly con

vincing evidence of structural changes. The packing density P, defined 

as the ratio of the volume of the solid part of the film to that of the 

solid part plus voids, has been found to fall in the range 0.7 to 0.98 

for conventional evaporated films. 58 ,68 The packing density is strong

ly dependent on the material and substrate temperature, as expected, 

but rarely approaches unity even for the highest practical tempera-

tures. lAD films, however, can be made which show no evidence of 

porosity at all,33 implying a packing density near unity. 

Variation of density is accompanied by a corresponding change 

in refractive index. This phenomenon is seen in films of many 

materials, but is strongly pronounced for zirconia
17 

(Zr02), which 
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provides a useful example. The refractive index of a conventional 

zirconia film can vary between 1.80 and 2.19, depending on deposition 

conditions and substrate temperature. Martin has shown that the re

fractive index of zirconia is continuously variable by IAD17 and has 

produced films with values from 1.84 to 2.19. Many other materials 

. 58 59 
have been investigated and reported. ' 

The case of zirconia, like those of many other materials, is 

complicated by existence of two distinct crystalline phases. Films 

are amorphous when deposted on room temperature substrates, but de-

velop a weak monoclinic phase when deposited on heated substrates. The 

cubic phase, normally stable only above 400 0 C, forms with ion bom

bardment, both in IAD and when bulk Zr02 is bombarded. 56 Bombardment

induced alterations of crystalline phase have been observed in many 

. 1 56. d d· h 1 b d 69 mater~a s; ~n uce ep~taxy as a so een reporte • 

Naguib and Kelly56 have examined the criteria for bombardment-

induced amorphization, crystallization, and stoichiometric changes in 

non-metallic solids. They discuss the implications of two possible 

models: one based on thermal spike theory which specifies as the 

amorphization/crystallization criterion the ratio of the crystalliza-

tion temperature to the melting point. ("temperature-ratio criterion"), 

and another which identifies the ionicity of the chemical bond ("bond-

type criterion"). In both cases, they were able to predict with 

impressive accuracy the crystalline phase behavior of a material 

+ under high-energy (20-50 keV) heavy ion (Kr ) bombardment. Again. 

reflecting the difficulty with theories of energy transfer, no attempt 
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was made to explain the physical mechanism. The authors were 

concerned "only in setting up guidelines for predicting when the 

changes occur and not in explaining the origin of the changes." 

The increase in packing density is accompanied by impedence 

of columnar growth. Experiments with biased dc planar diode sputter 

deposition first demonstrated the ability of ion bombardment to dis-

70 rupt columnar growth. TEM images of film cross-sections provide 

convincing evidence of isotropic internal morphology and corresponding 

f f h · d 71 sur ace eatures suc as 1mprove step coverage. lAD films are 

therefore expected to display less pronounced birefringence and 

dichroism. 

Changes in growth dynamics are reflected by the morphology 

of the upper surface of an lAD film as well. Recent evidence indi-

cates that lAD films may be smoother than their conventional counter-

72 parts. This is consistent with changes observed in other solid 

surfaces after sputtering~ but because the surface evolves with the 

film, the dynamics are somewhat more complex. The same angle-

dependent sputtering process is at work, but can be viewed as a 

continuous reformation of the growing film,73 as illustrated by 

Figure 3.5. This growth pattern prohibits overhanging and re-entrant 

shapes which may lead to enclosed voids, and promotes homogeneous 

development. 73 Harper, et al suggest that since this process occurs 

at ion energies much below the sputtering threshold, it may properly 

be interpreted as an increase in energy available for surface 

diffusion. Their view is compatible with the debate over the 

mechanism of energy deposition. 
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Figure 3.5. Surface modification as proposed by Harper, et a1. 73 



Hirsch and Varga observed that intrinsic stress is affected 

by ion bombardment; this has been observed by others as well. 74 ,75 

The correlation is strong enough that stress can often be varied 
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from tensile to compressive by increasing the ion flux or energy. In 

some systems, there is found a critical value of ion flux at which 

, 73 76 stress changes from tensile to compress~ve.' Stress modification 

is attributed predominantly to structural changes, but there is 

'd th tid i 'ti 1 b 'bl 77 ev~ ence a ncorporate mpur~ es can a so e respons~ e. 

Chemical Effects 

The physical impact of the ion beam, reviewed above, is 

largely beneficial. The chemical effects, however, can be either 

advantageous or disastrous. 

Interpretations of the chemical and compositional changes 

induced by ion bombardment are subject to the same competing 

theories of energy transfer discussed in the previous section. The 

experimental record confirms that film materials often undergo sig-

nificant stoichiometric changes; these can be variously attributed-

to preferential sputtering, bond-type reactions, or thermal spike 

effects. Again, regardless of the interpretation, examples describe 

the scope and dependence of bombardment-induced compositional changes. 

One of the consequences of chemical change which has most 

plagued thin film researchers has been the reduction of oxides. 

Most metal oxides are transparent only when fully oxidized and 

stoichiometric. The less strongly bound of these, titania (Ti02), 

12 39 56 , for example, are relatively unstable ' , and suscept~ble to 
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reduction by the ion beam. Reduction is most severe when inert gas 

ions are used. The employment of oxygen ions, however, improves 

success significantly, and quite good titania films can be deposited. 

Reduction by ion bombardment is usually attributed to preferential 

sputtering of oxygen by arguing that the lighter oxygen atom receives 

the larger share of the momentum transferred to the lattice from the 

ion. The damage done by reduction appears as absorption which in-

creases at shorter wavelengths and as an increase in the dispersion 

of index. 

The example of titania demonstrates how the stoichiometry of 

a compound can be maintained by proper choice of ion species, but 

compounds can also be synthesized by reactive lAD. For example, 

aluminum nitride CA1N) has been deposited by evaporating aluminum in 

the presence of a bombarding nitrogen ion beam. 79 By increasing the 

ion flux, the compound has been adjusted from concentration ratio 

[N]/[A1] ~ 0.1 to superstoichiometric [N]/[Al] > 1.0. 

Bombardment may, in some chemical systems, be responsible 

for activating the surface of the growing film and thereby increasing 

the probability of impurity incorporation. Conversely, if the 

impurity is weakly bound, it may be preferentially resputtered out 

of the fi1m.77 Thus, depending on the material and deposition con

ditions, lAD films may ,show more or less contamination. 79 

One contaminant which almost always appears in lAD films is 

the ion species itself. The probability of incorporation varies with 

the ion energy and passes through a minimum in the intermediate range 
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10-500 eV.
73 

At energies of a few eV, the trapping probability is 

high for the same reason that an evaporated film condenses: ions have 

not enough energy to escape. At midrange energy, they can escape but 

do not yet collide with enough force to become buried in the film. 

Above 1000 eV, ions penetrate the film far enough to dissipate their 

energy to the lattice and become trapped. Ions may occupy lattice 

vacancies or may be interstitial. If the ion source utilizes a 

tungsten filament to sustain a discharge, tungsten may also be in-

cluded in the film. 

Energy and Flux Dependences 

All of the physical and chemical effects discussed above 

depend on ion energy and flux density. The more significant depen-

dence is undoubtedly on ion energy, as this determines the penetration 

depth of ions and the scope of their effects. The ideal range for 

lAD is between a few (5-10) eV and several hundred eV. Ions with 

energies below a few eV are unable to induce the significant struc-

tural changes which we seek, although they may still be more effec-

tive than thermalized gas at promoting chemical processes, e.g., 

. 80 81 oX1dation.' Above several hundred eV, structural and chemical 

damage induced by ion collisions overshadows the advantag~s of 

bombardment. Because of this potential for damage, it is safe to 

say that the smallest energy which produces the desired effects is 

the most suitable. 

Dependence on ion flux is more linear than that on energy. 

This is to say that if a small flux produces a limited desirable 
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effect, it is likely that more is better. This must not be taken 

to the extreme, however, since ion bombardment can cause microstruc

tural damage which must usually be minimized. An example of this 

will be provided in Chapter 6 of this dissertation. As a final 

caveat, these generalizations apply more to inert gas bombardment 

than to active ion processes; an active ion process may require a 

minimum flux to maintain the activity which is otherwise large enough 

to cause film damage. In this case, the benefit of the active pro

cess must be weighed against potential damage. 

lAD Films 

We may summarize the properties of lAD films by constrasting 

them with conventional condensed films. In a well-executed ion

assisted film, the intercolumn voids of the conventional film are 

eliminated. Permeability to gases and moisture and intrinsic stress 

are also diminished. Density and hardness are increased. Refractive 

index may approach bulk values and birefringence, dichroism, and 

scatter may be minimized. On the other hand, film stoichiometry 

and crystal structure may be altered, and this may lead to increased 

absorption. Contaminants .incorporated into the film may change its 

properties for the worse. 

The degree to which one may expect benefits and problems 

with lAD depends strongly on the material of interest. In general, 

elements and the more strongly bound compounds are easiest to handle 

since they will naturally be less susceptible to stoichiometric 

damage. Similarly, materials such as oxides and nitrides which can 



be bombarded with active ions to maintain stoichiometry are also 

candidates. Because of their chemical complexity, ternary compounds 

such as cryolite are not promising candidates. 

The experimental part of this dissertation is concerned with 

the efficacy of lAD in depositing a few particular materials. Each 

material possesses its own peculiar problems and promises; for this 

reason, discussions of these materials are deferred to the following 

chapters, where examples will serve far better than long-winded 

expositions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BOMBARD~mNT-INDUCED ALTERATION OF POROSITY 

This chapter introduces experimental aspects of ion-induced 

modification by examining the results of bombarding the surfaces of 

completed optical filters. Many of the effects of bombardment on films 

have been discussed in previous chapters, while discussions of parti-

cular materials and effects have been deferred. The work reported in 

this chapter is concerned with the common materials zirconia (Zr02) 

and titania (Ti02), and changes in the porosity of layers of these 

materials after bombardment with 3 keV oxygen ions. 

The majority of this chapter is transcribed from an article 

35 published in Applied Optics ,based on a presentation at the OSA 

Topical Meeting on Optical Interference Coatings, April 1984, 

Monterey, California. As such, it may differ somewhat in style from 

the balance of the text. 

This work is motivated by the fact that film porosity, de-

tailed in Chapter 2, has a detrimental effect on optical filter per-

formance. It is primarily moisture adsorbed into the coating pores 

that is responsible for the change in performance. The results of 

this work indicate, however, that certain films adsorb and desorb 

moisture much more slowly after bombardment than before. This phenom-

enon could be important in developing a post-deposition technique 

77 
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for creating impermeable sealing layers on coatings. A post-deposition 

process obviates the need for large scale ion bombardment during de

position and the consequent uniformity and manufacturing problems. 

Furthermore, an explanation of the retardation effect throws light on 

a subject of immense current interest: the microstructure of thin 

films. 

The next two sections of this chapter present the experimental 

details and the effects of bombarding completed films. The last 

section discusses possible mechanisms for the retardation effect and 

proposes the most probable explanation. 

Experimental 

The experiments were performed in a Balzers 760 evaporation 

plant equipped with a water-cooled cold cathode ion source and a wide

band scanning monochromator monitor system. The geometrical relation

ship among the ion source, test sample, and monitor beam is shown in 

Figure 4.1. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters used in these experi

ments. 

The bombardment subjects were Fabry-Perot type narrow band 

filters (NBFs) made with Ti02/Si02 (titania/silica) and also with 

Zr02/Si02 (zirconia/silica). The top layer of filters with this de

sign is a high index layer, i.e., Ti02 or Zr02• In each trial, two 

identical samples, one test and one control, were placed in a rotating 

turret sample holder. Both the test sample and the control sample 

could be rotated into the monitor beam and observed. A typical trial 



Figure 4.1. Relationship among ion gun, test sample, and monitor 
beam 
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Table 4.1. Parameters used in Post-deposition Ion Bombardment 
Experiments 

Parameters Values 

Ion species °2+ 

Ion energy 3 KeV 

Ion flux Approx. 1 -2 J.la·cm 

Ion angle of incidence 45 0 

Bombardment duration 5 min. 

Filter design (HL)4 6H (LH) 4 

Low index material Si02 

High index materials zr02, Ti02 

80 
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of the experiment consisted of measuring the samples in atmosphere, 

pumping them down, bombarding the test sample, and then venting them 

to atmosphere, all while monitoring the transmittance spectra of both 

samples. Thus we were able to follow the history of both bombarded and 

unbombarded samples and to compare their differences under controlled 

conditions. 

The transmittance of the samples was monitored in situ by a 

wide-band scanning monochromator. The details of this system are pre-

82 83 sented elsewhere.' The transmittance spectrum of an NBF is a 

sensitive indicator of the relative amount of moisture adsorbed into 

the film. The performance of a freshly evaporated filter changes rad-

ically as soon as it is exposed to the atmosphere. The filter re-

flectance band widens, deepens, and shifts toward longer wavelengths. 

These changes are consistent with the expectation that the layers' 

refractive indices increase with adsorbed moisture. 

When a completed filter is returned to the vacuum chamber and 

pumped down, the filter transmittance characteristics mo~·e in toto 

toward shorter wavelengths, showing that the filter is giving up 

adsorbed moisture. When the chamber is vented to atmosphere, the 

filter performance returns to its previous (in air) position. A typ-

ical change is shown in Figure 4.2. We have used the degree and rate 

of wavelength shift to measure the degree and rate of moisture adsorp-

tion and desorption in optical filters. 
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Bombardment-Induced Changes 

During bombardment, the test sample shows changes not seen in 

the unbombarded control sample. The most notable change is in the 

shape and height of the transmittance curve. Figure 4.3 shows typical 

transmittance curves for a titania/silica NBF before and after bombard

ment. The change in curve shape can be explained as a thinning of the 

top layer of coating by a fraction of its thickness. This is not 

unexpected since the ion energy is large enough to cause appreciable 

sputtering. Only a fraction of the layer is removed because the ion 

flux is small and bombardment times are relatively short. The over-

all decrease in transmittance is seen in titania films but not in 

zirconia. The decrease is almost certainly due to preferential sputter

ing of oxygen out of the film. The oxygen-depleted (reduced) surface 

layer is then absorbing, and the transmittance decreases. The trans~ 

mittance of a bombarded sample increases slowly with time as the top 

layer reoxidizes in air. Both of these changes have been successfully 

simulated with a thin film design program by manipulating the specifi

cation of the top layer. The imaginary index of refraction, k, was 

increased from zero and the thickness was decreased. 

From Figure 4.·2 we may deduce that moisture is adsorbed and de

sorbed throughout the volume of the coating. The position of the 

transmittance spike is dependent primarily on the optical thickness of 

the spacer layer which is buried deep in the center of the layer sys

tem. Since the spike position changes with moisture content, we must 

conclude that water penetrates deep into the film. From the 
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Figure 4.3. Transmittance spectra for a titania/silica narrowband 
filter before and after ion bombardment 
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bombardment-induced changes, we may conclude that the effect of ion 

bombardment is restricted to the top layer, or more strictly to some 

fraction of it. This is not inconsistent with predictions of ion 

penetration depth based on physical models. 84 

Results 

The experiment described above was carried out on NBFs made 

of titania/silica and of zirconia/silica. The wavelength position of 

the transmittance curve was plotted versus time for each sample to give 

a history of wavelength under varying conditions. Figure 4.4 shows 

the history for the initial bombardment run on a titania/silica filter. 

During pumpdown, both test and control samples followed the same curve. 

The test sample showed a small shift during bombardment and then 

stabilized. The most remarkable difference appeared after the chamber 

was vented. The unbombarded control sample returned rapidly to a 

position near its beginning state, but the bombarded test sample moved 

only slightly from its vacuum state. Two hours later, the sam~les were 

more similar, and by extrapolation we expect that both returned to 

their initial states within hours. 

The same experiment done on zirconia/silica samples yields 

substantially different results. The history of the zirconia test is 

shown in Figure 4.5. The history was much the same as the titania up 

to the point where' the chamber was vented to atmosphere. At this 

point, both test and control samples behaved identically. That is, 

where bombardment induced a change in titania, it did not in zirconia. 
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Since the only difference between the filters is the material used for 

the high index (including the top layer), the observed difference in 

the adsorption behaviors is attributable to differences between these 

materials. 

To investigate whether or not the induced change in titania 

was permanent, we repeated the pumpdown cycle on a pair of samples 

which had been bombarded weeks before. The history of this experiment 

is shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Figure 4.6 records the pumpdown 

phase. The bombarded sample was seen to shift much more slowly than 

the unbombarded, indicating that it was desorbing moisture more slowly. 

Figure 4.7 shows the history before and during vent •. During the period 

before vent, it is apparent that the bombarded sample did not shift as 

far as did the unbombarded. This means that it did not give up as much 

adsorbed moisture to the vacuum. Upon venting, the unbombarded sample 

returned immediately to its initial position while the bombarded sample 

returned much more slowly. The changes induced by bombardment are 

therefore permanent (llpermanent" for several weeks or more). 

Discussion 

A suitable physical model for this ion bombardment remains to 

be found. The successful model must explain the retarded moisture ad

sorption and the difference between the behaviors of titania and 

zirconia. 

Lo, et aI, have shown that "fully oxidized titania (Ti0 2) 

surfaces bombarded with argon ions reduce to suboxide forms. 
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Figure 4.6. Wavelength position vs time during pumpdown for a 
previously bombarded titania/silica NVF and an unbombarded 
control sample 
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The resulting surfaces are chemically and electronically equivalent to 

Ti02 surfaces on which a monolayer of Ti metal has been deposited. The 

1 t t f t ·t· th f . . ·1 Ti3+ va ence s a e 0 1 an1um on ese sur aces 1S pr1mar1 y • It has 

also been shown that water adsorbed on the reduced titania (Ti
2
0

3
) 

surface will dissociate into hydroxyl groups OR, which remain adsorbed 

85 on the surface. 

This suggests a possible mechanism for the retarded moisture 

adsorption seen in titania films. We suppose that the titania is re-

duced by the bombardment and that atmospheric water on its way into 

the volume of the film is being dissociated and adsorbed as OR at the 

surface. Consequently moisture is not allowed to fill the film at the 

expected rate. Once the adsorbed OR groups fill all the vacancies on 

the reduced surface, we expect normal volume adsorption processes to 

resume. 

This view is at odds with the experimental results in two de-

tails. First, we do not see the normal adsorption processes resume. 

What we do see are permanent changes in the moisture adsorption and de-

sorption behavior of the entire film volume. Bombardment is a surface 

effect and is presumed incapable of affecting the chemistry of the 

interior of the film. The second discrepancy concerns the long-term 

behavior of the moisture adsorption. The optical absorption induced by 

the bombardment is an indicator of the reduced titania. This absorp-

tion decreases with time as the surface of the film reoxidizes in air. 

The film surface should thereby lose its ability to dissociate water. 
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However, experiments done weeks after bombardment show that retarded 

moisture adsorption persists longer than the reduced titania. 

Another explanation is possible. As stated above, the incident 

ions are energetic enough to cause sputtering (removal) of coating 

material. From this we may postulate that retarded moisture adsorption 

is due to a film surface modified by sputtering and redeposition. 

In this view, material is removed from the solid part of the top sur-

face of the coating and is redeposited in the coating voids. (IISputter-

ing and redeposition ll is not unlike "compaction" or "smashing" in its 

overall result.) This occludes the passages into the film and slows 

the transport of moisture into the film volume. Furthermore, if enough 

material is deposited in the voids, the total amount of moisture 

adsorbable may be reduced. Thi~ view is consistent with the results 

presented above, but one remaining fact must be explained: the effect 

is not seen in zirconia. Can such a simple physical model explain the 

difference between the behaviors of the two materials? 

In order to explain the large difference in behaviors, there 

must be a significant difference in the rate at which the two materials 

sputter. The sputtering or milling rate is related to the lattice 

11 bond energy ,to the relative masses of the bombarded and bombarding 

particles, and to the electronic configurations of the particles. 54 

We may avoid the need to delve into a model of ion milling by referring 

directly to experimental values for the sputtering yields of zirconia 

and titania. We find that the yields for 600 eV argon ions are 0.96 

for titania and 0.32 for zirconia. 87 While we are not concerned here 
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with 600 eV argon ions, these values do tell that the sputtering yields 

are of the same order of magnitude. 

We may lend confidence to these reported values by referring 

to the results of our computer simulations of changes in transmittance 

spectra due to top layer milling. By comparing our simulated spectral 

changes to those obtained experimentally, we were able to estimate of 

the amount of material removed. Our estimate for zirconia was much the 

same as that for titania, in agreement with the above report. In both 

cases the amount was some tens of angstroms, a few percent of the total 

layer thickness. 

There is therefore not a large difference between zirconia and 

titania in the amount of material sputtered. There is also no reason 

to expect that the two would differ appreciably in the amount of sputter

ed material redepqsited in the coating voids. We may suppose that there 

are geometrical differences between the surface topographies of titania 

and zirconia which affect the result of sputtering and redeposition. 

If, for example, the intercolumn voids in zirconia are comparatively 

large, the redeposited material may not be sufficient to occlude the 

passageways. Unfortunately there is also no reason to expect sig

nificant geometrical differences between the materials. We are still 

without an explanation for the lack of an effect in zirconia. 

Information gained from both ion bombardment surface modifica

tion and lAD experiments offers yet another explanation. When zirconia 

and titania are deposited thermally without the aid of ions, x-ray 

diffraction measurements of the films show weak crystalline order. 
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When the evaporation is accompanied by ion bombardment, the degree of 

88 
crystallinity is changed. In the case of titania, the films become 

89 less ordered and more amorphous. Zirconia, however, becomes more 

crystalline when ion-assisted. 17 A similar transformation (toward 

amorphous for Ti02 and toward crystalline for Zr02) 'is reported by 

Naguib and Kelly56 for the case of surface bombardment. 

It is therefore probable that bombardment induces crystalline 

reordering as well as sputtering and redeposition. We may presume that 

zirconia crystallizes while titania becomes more amorphous. Since a 

crystalline material occupies less volume than the same amount of an 

amorphous one, we may imagine that the surface of the titania swells 

while that of zirconia shrinks. The surface pores in titania close up 

while those in zirconia widen. The constricted pores present the same 

impediment to moisture that we predicted for the sputtering and re-

deposition model. We now have an explanation which encompasses both 

the retardation effect and the observed difference between the two 

materials. 

Conclusions 

This last explanation is the only one which adequately explains 

the observed difference between zirconia and titania films. Changes in 

valence state or differences in milling rate as outlined earlier may 

contribute to the experimental observations, but we propose that this 

last mechanism is the primary one. 
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The crystallization/amorphization hypothesis is not an easy one 

to test. The thickness of the modified surface layer is at most 300A, 

a thickness far too small to yield useful x-ray diffraction results. 

Further work could test the hypothesis by repeatedly evaporating then 

bombarding a material to build up a thick layer of the modified struc

ture. The thick layer could be analyzed by x-ray diffraction. 

The first notice of a moisture adsorption effect after ion 

bombardment was made by J. J. Wharton, I. J. Hodgkinson, and H. A. 

Macleod at the University of Arizona. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
FOR ION-ASSISTED DEPOSITION 

The prev~ous chapter provides some insight into the 

experimental aspects of investigations of ion-induced processes and 

the scope of these processes in titania and zirconia. The following 

chapters present the results of investigations into ion-assisted 

deposition of two other materials of interest: 

magnesium fluoride (MgF2) 

aluminum oxide (Al203). 

This chapter introduces the methods by which these two materials were 

studied. 

Each of these materials is of interest in optical coating for 

its own reasons. Magnesium fluoride, long a staple of the industry 

as a low-index antireflection coating, is limited by intrinsic 

stress and softness to deposition onto heated substrates; lAD may 

comprise the process for depositing reliable films onto ambient-

temperature and heat-sensitive substrates. Magnesium fluoride is 

also an excellent material for the UV, and application to high-power 

UV laser mirrors is being considered if its resistance to chemical 

attach can be improved. 

Aluminum oxide or alumina, a medium-index material, is 

interesting because of a report by Ebert of anomolous properties in 

96 



ion-assisted "films. I5 He reports in a survey of oxygen ion-assisted 

films that nearly all oxides deposited in ionized oxygen show less 

optical absorption than films deposited in neutral oxygen. Alumina 

was the only exception, despite the fact that it is a strongly-bound 

oxide and has not been shown to suffer preferential sputtering. 56 
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We will examine th~ experimental evidence in more detail in Chapter 7, 

but may note here that some of the results of the present work invite 

speculation as well. 

The next chapters will examine in turn the results of lAD of 

these two materials. Since many of the same experimental techniques 

were applied to both materials, a discussion of these techniques is 

provided next. This will avoid repetition in the following chapters. 

Experimental Techniques 

The subject of this dissertation is optical coatings; it is 

therefore appropriate that optical analyses be applied to the ex

perimental coatings. These may include measurements of transmission, 

reflection, absorption, refractive index, birefringence, scatter, 

and changes in optical performance between vacuum and air. However, 

chemical and physical analyses are necessary for the determination 

of composition, crystalline phase, chemical bonding, density, and 

intrinsic stress. For the purposes of discussion, we may subdivide 

the techniques i"nto these two categories: optical, and chemical 

and physical. 



Optical Methods 

The refractive index of a film is a useful indicator of 

structure because it depends strongly on the packing density. 

Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between index and packing density 

according to several theories and experiments. 90 It is therefore 

possible to learn something about the extent to which the ion beam 

has modified growth by measuring the film's index. 

Index was measured by two methods: a Brewster angle method 

91 based on the Abeles criterion due to Hacskaylo, and an envelope 

method due to Macleod. 92 The Brewster angle method is a refinement 
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of the technique proposed by Abeles using the reflection of polarized 

93 light from the sample. It depends on the determination of a visual 

match of intensities reflected from the coated and uncoated areas of 

the sample. The match condition is repeated for varying angles of 

·incidence by changing the angle of orientation of an output analyzer. 

When the analyzer angle is plotted versus incidence angle, a zero 

is found at an angle of incidence which corresponds to the Brewster 

angle for the film material. By inversion, then, the film index is 

obtained. Since the measurement is made at oblique incidence, it is 

not the normal angle index of refraction which is found, but that 

corresponding to the Brewster angle when the film is oriented as 

measured. Similarly, it is the index of the outer film surface which 

is obtained. A measure .of the film's birefringence could be obtained 

by rotating the sample and remeasuring. 
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The envelope method is based on spectrophotometer scans of 

reflection and transmission over a range of wavelength, typically 

made at normal incidence. An envelope is drawn on the curve which 

contains the maxima and minima of transmission or reflection. The 

index and extinction coefficient can be determined from the envelopes 

at any chosen wavelength over the range. The technique has been 

adapted for application to inhomogeneous layers, but this implemen

tation is limited to weakly absorbing films (say, k ~ 0.01, which 

means A < 20% for a 1 ~m thick film). Since the scans are made at 

normal incidence, it is the corresponding index which is determined. 

Birefringence could be measured by using polarized light and/or by 

measuring transmission and reflection at oblique incidence. 

When the absorption becomes more severe, it is convenient 

to measure it approximately, but directly, on the spectrophotometer. 

This was done in the UV, where ion-induced stoichiometric deficien

cies caused large increases in absorption. 

Chapter 4 detailed the use of an in situ spectral monitor for 

measuring changes in performance between vacuum and atmosphere. 

These measurements were again used to determine relative changes in 

porosity, this time of lAD films. 

Physical and Chemical Methods 

Mass density is a property of primary importance in lAD 

films since it is a direct indicator of changes in film growth. 

Density was calculated in these experiments from Rutherford 
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Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS) energy spectra, analyzed by 

Michael Messerly, and measurements of film thickness. RBS data 

(described in more detail below) can be reduced to yield an absolute 

area number density (cm-2) for each atomic species in the film. 

If these numbers are divided by the film thickness, the volume number 

density (cm-3) is obtained; the mass density it then calculated by 

simply mUltiplying the number density of each species by its atomic 

mass, and summing the resultant mass densities. 

The resulting value should not always be compared to the 

density of the bulk material; there at least two reasons for this. 

First, the bulk density is often given for materials in crystalline 

form, while films are often .polycrystalline or amorphous. Second, 

films rarely have exact stoichiometry, and this introduces some 

ambiguity into the comparison. Say, for example, that the film 

stoichiometry is found to be MgF1 •8 instead of MgF2, and for the 

sake of the example, that no impurities are preRent. If we assume 

that every fluorine is bound to a magnesium (but not vice versa), 

then strictly only 1.8/2.0 or 90% of the film is magnesium fluoride. 

It is obviously inappropriate to compare the density of this par

ticular film to that of single-crystal magnesium fluoride. If, as 

is usually the case, other impurities are present, the situation 

is complicated further. 

This is not to say that the result of this calculation is 

of no value. With a consistent method, measurements can be compared 

and trends can be defined. In particular, a critical ion 



flux density can be identified, above which the film density 

increases no further. 

Film composition, another primary property, was analyzed for 

most films by RES. 94 In an RES experiment, high energy (2-5 MeV) 

alpha particles are directed at a sample of the film material which 

has been deposited on a low-atomic-mass substrate, typically carbon 

or beryllium. Most of the particles travel straight throught the 

film and substrate, but a fraction of them are backscattered at an 

energy which depends on the mass of the colliding film atom. An 

energy-dispersive spectrometer separates the backscattered alpha 
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particles and counts them. An absolute measure of the number of each 

atomic specie in the film can be obtained and the film stoichiometry 

can be found by comparing the numbers of associated constituents. 

Furthermore, RES is quite sensitive to massive elements and can 

determine impurity concentrations of such contaminants at very low 

levels. Thus it is possible to measure included argon and sometimes 

tungsten in ion-assisted films. 

While RES provides a reliable account of film constituency, 

it yields no information about how those constituents are bound. For 

example, what is the disposition of the free magnesium bonds in the 

sub-stoichiometric magnesium fluoride film? Are they dangling, or 

has an impurity atom filled the vacancy? Some answers can be ob

tained by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, also known as ESCA), 

which can yield chemical bonding information. In ESCA, the sample 

is irradiated with quasi-monochromatic X-rays energetic enough 
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to liberate photoelectrons from inner orbitals. The energy of the 

released electron depends on the energy of the impinging photon, the 

electron binding energy (ionization potential), the work function of 

the material, and the amount of charge built up on the material sur-

face. It is thereby possible to determine the energy with which the 

electron was bound, and, in some cases, the local chemical environ-

ment of the atom which released the electron. A energy shift away 

from the free-atom energy indicates binding; the degree of the shift 

indicates the strength of the bond. 

Finally, a few coating samples were analyzed by X-Ray Diffrac

tion (XRD) for crystallinity, phase, and orientation. Since the 

process and principles of XRD95 are generally well known, they will 

not be described here. 

The next chapters present the results of experiments with 

lAD of three materials. In order to keep these results in perspec

tive, each chapter begins with a review of the state of knowledge 

of that material, including experimental reports of its optical, 

mechanical, and chemical properties and peculiarities of application. 



CHAPTER 6 

MAGNESIUM FLUORIDE 

The utility of magnesium fluoride (MgF2) as an optical coating 

material is unsurpassed. It staLlds glone as a hard, environmentally 

stable, extraordinarily low refractive index (n ~ 1.38) material. 

Its low index and physical properties have provided for its wide use 

as a single-layer antireflection coating for moderate and high index 

optics. It can also participate in many useful multilayer structures, 

including all-dielectric antireflection and high reflection coatings, 

and enhanced aluminum for the UV. A comparatively high UV laser-

96 induced damage threshold has recently been reported. 

This chapter examines the results of the present investigation 

of ion-assisted magnesium fluoride coatings. A number of physical 

and optical phenomena are. discussed, but the most interesting and 

troublesome property, optical absorption, is considered in some detail 

and forms the core of the discussion. We begin with a review of 

published properties of conventionally-deposited magnesium fluoride 

films. 

Conventional MgF
2 

Films 

It is appropriate to base any attempt to understand a thin 

film on the properties of the bulk material which composes it. 

Therefore: bulk, single-crystal magnesium fluoride is a colorless 

104 
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low-refractive material, transparent over the exceptionally broad 

range of wavelengths 110 to 7500 nanometers. It is a respectably 

stable material, practically insoluble in water and alcohols, soluble 

in nitric acid. Its crystal structure is tetragonal and it displays 

positive uniaxial birefringence: its refractive indices at 600 nm 

97 are 1.3775 and 1.3893 for the 0- and e-·rays, respectively. 

The optical properties of evaporated films, however, always 

differ from those of the bulk. Coleman, Turner, and Ullrich found 

that thin films of magnesium fluoride are usually polycrystalline and 

display reduced birefringence. The refractive indices they report 

depend strongly on substrate temperature during condensation, and 

can be either higher or lower than those of the bulk material. At 

temperatures near 200°C, indices of 1.399 and 1.395 (measured in 

air at 589 nm.) are obtained; near 300°C, the indices coincide at 

a value near 1.371; at temperatures above 400°C, the sign of the 

birefringence reverses and the indices are near 1.380 and 1.384. 

The sign reversal is attributed to a change in the preferred orien-

. f h 11· 98 R· 99 . t . h h tat10n 0 t e crysta 1tes. 1tter, 1n agreemen W1t t e 

results of Coleman, et al, claims that "films of MgF2 are always 

100 
crystalline"; however, other workers have found no evidence of 

crystal structure in films condensed onto substrates at tempera-

tures below 125°C. Furthermore, no birefringence was observed by 

101 Schulz • 

The values of refractive index reported by Coleman, et al 

should not be taken too literally, since it has been shown by others 
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that the index of a freshly condensed film still in vacuum may be 

as low as 1.32, while that of the same film in air may approach 1.38 

or more. 99 ,102 This dramatic change is undoubtedly due to the ad-

sorption of atmospheric water vapor into the voids of the film. It 

is estimated that the packing density of a film deposited onto a room 

temperature substrate is between 0.72 and 0.84; when the substrate 

is raised to 300°C, it is nearer 0.96. 99 ,102 

Even after a coating has been removed from the vacuum 

chamber, it suffers the continued effects of aging. Heavens and 

Smithl03 report that a film of initial (in air) index 1.393 evolved 

in four days to 1.398, and in thirteen days to 1.401. Hall and 

104 Ferguson report a change from 1.368 to 1.391 after one" week. 

The uptake of water, which has an absorption band centered 

at 2.7 ~m in the near infrared, can impair the optical performance 

105 of coatings in this region. This impairment has been turned to 

advantage, however, in measuring the porosity of films by the magni-

38 102 tude of the absorption. ' 

In addition to the uncertainties of density and index, 

magnesium fluoride films suffer from extreme tensile stress. It 

is so severe that films of quarter-wave thickness at wavelengths 

above 3 - 4 ~m (films thicker than about 6000 - 7000 A) are im-

b h k d 1 99,106 
practical ecause t ey crac an pee. Thus the maximum 

useful wavelength of magnesium fluoride films is limited not by 

absorption but by stress. 



Reported values of stress lie between 3.0 and 6.9 x 109 

dyn-cm- 2 for a 1000 A thick film, with the lowest stress films 

deposited in the highest vacuum, and preferably with residual water 

vapor present. (It should be noted that there are many published 

values of film stress which have not been corrected for the Poisson 

ratio of the substrate and are therefore underestimated by a factor 

of approximately 0.78106 ; while this factor is near unity, caution 

107 

is advised). Stress relief during air inlet ranges from 15% to 115%, 

and depends on the relative humidity of the air and the film packing 

d . 106 
ens~ty. 

107 108 Pulker, and Pulker and Maser, have developed a 

successful theoretical treatment of dielectric thin film stress based 

on a grain boundary model which was originally applied by Hoffman 

to stress in metal films. Stress is interpreted as a force of 

attraction or repulsion between adjacent film grains, while the 

grains, as mentioned previously, are formed into rough columns which 

effectively constrain grain movement. Stress is relieved by the 

presence of water vapor or another impurity because the impurity, 

assumed to reside on the grain boundary, reduces the boundary surface 

energy by satisfying, or partially satisfying, chemical bonds. 

Pulker's method has been applied to the problems of stress in 

several materials,12 including particularly magnesium fluoride. 

Stress in magnesium fluroide films is undoubtedly related to 

deficiency in another mechanical property: hardness, or wear 

resistance. Since the structure of the film is preloaded by stress, 
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it is less durable under the added force of indentation or abrasion. 

110 A systematic investigation of wear resistance by Holland and van Dam 

found that the coatings most resistant to abrasive wear were those 

coated onto heated substrates which had been cleaned in the vacuum 

chamber by 10 minutes of glow discharge. Furthermore, films grew less 

resistant as thickness increased or as vap0r angle of incidence exceed

ed 190
, in fact, films deposited at angles in excess of 600 could be 

wiped off the substrate with a finger. 

These results are consistent with the view of porous thin films 

that was developed in previous chapters. Heated substrates minimize 

porosity and stress, while glow discharge cleaning improves adhesion. 

Thicker films are softer because stress is greater and the bending 

moment of a film column is increased. Films deposited at higher angles 

of incidence are less dense and more intensely columnar. 

This section has reviewed the relevant properties of conven-

tionally deposited magnesium fluoride films. The properties of 

interest to the lAD experimenter are optical properties, porosity 

(and manifest variability of refractive index), stress, adhesion, and 

abrasion resistance. lAD has already been shown conclusively to lead 

III to improvement in this last property • In the next section, we 

examine the results of the present study of lAD of magnesium flouride 

films. 
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Ion-Assisted Magnesium Flouride 

The samples discussed in this section were prepared by a depo-

sition process similar to that described in chapter 3. Except as noted, 

each vacuum cycle saw the simultaneous deposition of two films: a 

bombarded (lAD) test sample, and an unbombarded control which received 

the same coating material but not the ion beam. In order to prevent 

possible stray bombardment of the control, it was placed on the 

opposite side of the chamber, about 50 cm away. This unfortunately 

introduced some uncertainty into the deposition conditions and thick-

ness, since deviations in the evaporant distribution caused differences 

in coating rate at the two samples. Where required for analysis, 

other substrates such as beryllium foil for RBS could be added to the 

work holder without disturbing the geometry of the chamber. 

Transmission and Absorption 

The first of the current experiments with ion-assisted MgF2 

were concerned primarily with maintaining the transparency of the film. 

They were not immediately successful, as can be seen from the trans-

mission curve designated 183B in Figure 6.1. This sample was deposited 

2 
at about 4 A/s with an argon ion flux of about 200 ~A/cm at 300 v. 

The ion gun grid was 15 cm from the substrate, which was held at 

lSOoC; ions were incident on the substrate at an angle near 25
0

• The 

. f .. . (12 5 1014 -2 -1) . . . rat10 0 arr1v1ng 10ns • x cm s to arr1v1ng magnes1um 

flouride molecules at the substrate during deposition was about 1.1. 

The coating, approximately 750 A thick, displays a broad, flat 
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Figure 6.1. Transmittance spectra of absorbing ion-assisted 
magnesium fluoride samples l83B through l86B 
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absorption band centered at about 285 nm in the near UV; peak absorp-

tion is about 40%. The absorption in the visible region lends the 

coating a distinct brownish cast which suggests a useful application 

to fashion sunglasses, but not to optical components. By contrast, a 

transmission spectrum of an unbombarded sample from the same run, 

designated 186U, is shown in Figure 6 .. 2. These parameters and those of 

some subsequent samples are summarized in Table 6.1. 

The curve labeled 184B in Figure 6.1 shows that absorption 

depends strongly on temperature, as the only difference between this 

sample and l83B was the substrate temperature. Sample 184B was 

deposited onto a substrate at ambient temperature. ("Ambient temper-

ature" means that the substrate was thermally floating and, at the 

o start of deposition, was at room temperature near 20 C.) While the 

character of the absorption is the same, the depth of the peak is 

roughly half that of 183B. 

A reduction in ion flux, from 1.1 to 0.2 ions/molecule, causes 

a distinct change in the absorption line shape, as shown by the spec-

trum of the sample named 185B. It becomes much narrower and shifts 

slightly toward shorter wavelengths, from 285 to near 250 nm. 

Finally, a reduction in ion energy, from 300 to 60 eV while 

maintaining the reduced flux, has only a minimal effect on the spec-

trum (186B in Figure 6.1): the absorption is of the same character as 

185B, but transmission is about 8% higher. The ratio of ions to 

molecules is approximately halved, but the minimal increase in trans-

mission indicates that absorption does not depend strongly on ion 
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Table 6.1. Early lAD Magnesium Fluoride Samples. 

Ion 
Sample Deposition Ion Flux Energy Grid 
Name Rate (A/s) (IlA/cm2) (eV) Dist(cm) 

183B "'4 200 300 15 
183U -4 

184B "'4 200 300 15 
184U "'4 

185B 3.6 40 300 15 
185U 3.6 

186B 4.4 27 60 15 
186U 4.4 

Substrate Thick-
Temp (0 C) ness (A) 

150 750 
150 -1050 

amb 665 
amb -1000 

amb -1000 
amb -1130 

amb -1150 
amb -975 

Peak Peak 
A(%) "X (nm) 

40 285 
0 

20 285 
0 

60 250 
0 

50 240 
0 

Ion/mol 
ratio 

1.1 

1.1 

0.2 

0.1 

I-' 
I-' 
Lt.J 
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energy. As a result of this discovery, ion energy was fixed at 300 V 

for all subsequent depositions. 

The sample coatings l84B and l85B were reproduced and repeat

ability was found acceptable, although results were confused by 

variations in the deposition rate and in substrate transmittance. 

The most dramatic improvement in optical performance followed 

a repositioning of the ion gun from 15 cm to 38 cm from the substrate. 

The transmittance spectra of samples 198B and 199B, shown in Figure 

6.-3, illustrate the point. These samples were deposited with 300V ions, 

at ion/molecule ratios near 0.1 but with the ion gun 38 cm from the 

substrate. Comparison with the spectra of samples l85E and l86B 

(Figure 6.-1) shows the remarkably increased transmittance in the UV. 

An experiment was designed to separate the effect of gun posi

tion from that of bombardment rate. Sample 195B was deposited under 

approximately the same conditions as sample l85B (see Table 6,1, with 

the ion/molecule ratio near .25 and the ion gun grid 15 cm from the 

substrate. Sample 194B was deposited at a higher ion/molecule ratio, 

0.7, but with the gun 38 cm from the substrate. The results are 

illustrated by the spectra of samples 194B and 195B, shown in Figure 

6.4. As shown, absorption is lessened in spite of an increased 

bombardment rat~. This result clearly indicates that bombardment 

rate is not the only factor responsible for absorption. In this case, 

the additional factor could be substrate heating due to the proximity 

of the ion gun, although the influence of variable oxygen ion 

bombardment should be considered as well: as the argon-ion path 
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Figure 6.3. Transmittance spectra of low-absorption ion-assisted 
magnesium fluoride samples 198B and 199B 
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length increases, more oxygen is ionized by collisions and then 

accelerated toward the substrate. 

Two more samples were prepared at higher ion/molecule ratios 

(about 0.5) to study their transmittance, composition, density, and 

behavior on baking. The results of the other examinations are given 

below, but an intersting variation appeared in the transmittance spec-

tra, shown by 202B and 205B in Figure 6.·5. Note that the two samples, 

prepared under similar conditions, show absorption peaks at slightly 

different wavelengths: 270 nm for 202B and 240 nm for 205B. The 

cause of this shift is not immediately obvious and will be discussed 

shortly in connection with the cause of the absorption. 

Since some bombardment of the substrate prior to deposition 

was unavoidable, it was necessary to eliminate the possibility that 

bombardment induces absorption in the subst:::ate. This was done by 

bombarding an uncoated fused silica window for 15 minutes (sample 187B, 

spectrum not shown). No measurable inc~ease in absorption was found. 

Similarly, a MgF2-coated sample bombarded with 300 V ions for 10 

2 
minutes at 130 ~A/cm showed no measurable increase in absorption 

(sample 191B, spectrum not shown). This confirms that bombardment 

during deposition is indeed responsible for the absorption. 

Discussion: The Sources of Absorption 

The above data on magnesium f10uride absorption are far too 

interesting to ignore. Further experiments, described in this section, 

attempted to evaluate these absorptions against known mechanisms in 
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hopes of isolating the source of thia serious degradation of optical 

quality. It is appropariate to begin with the conclusions of other 

workers, and then to review the additional experimental results in 

the light of their work. 

A Set of Possible Mechanisms. There are unfortunately many 

possible sources of ultraviolet absorption in magnesium flouride. The 

number of possibilities grows even larger when one considers a film 

with a significant oxygen content and other impurities as well. Before 

leaping to any conclusions, then, it is well to survey the range of 

possibilities. We begin with an absorption band which can occur even 

in relatively pure, single-crystal magnesium flouride: a class of 

color center called the F-center. 

An F-center in MgF2 consists of a flouride ion vacancy which 

has been replaced by a bound electron. The source of the absorption 

is an electronic transition from the ground state to the first excited 

state, and is known to occur at 250 nm in the UV. The half-width of 

the absorption in a good crystal is about 50 - 100 Al12 , but of course 

in an amorphous, impure, and microstructurally-damaged thin film 

inhomogeneous broadening could make the width much greater. F-centers 

should bleach on exposure to bandgap radiation and also upon baking at 

a temperature above approximately 1/25 of the activation energy for 

decay or diffusion, at a few hundred Kelvins. Some of the decay 

products may be other types of color centers: M-centers or R-centers, 

which also have characteristic absorption bands. 
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Ra ' 113 h b d f ~ne as 0 serve two dif erent absorption bands in evap-

orated magnesium fluoride ·fi1ms which were correlated with the electron 

bombardment that invariably accompanies deposition from se1f- and work-

accelerated electron beam evaporation sources. He found a narrow 

absorption band centered near 250 nm which formed with bombardment at 

o lower substrate temperatures (T < 150 C). The shape of this band 
$-

bears a marked resemblance to the type of absorption seen in samples 

194B and 195B. This absorption could be bleached by exposure to 

bandgap radiation, as would be the case with F-centers. 

o At elevated substrate temperatures (T > 150 C), Raine obtained s-

a broader band centered nearer 300 nm, similar to that of samples 183B 

and 184B. By separating the two effects, he was able to determine 

that broadband absorption was dependent on temperature during bombard-

ment, rather than temperature during deposition. He was able to induce 

broadband absorption in sample coatings by bombarding them after 

deposition, but the process was much more effective if the coating was 

fresh and had not been exposed to moisture. Moist air was found to be 

more effective at inhibiting absorption than moist nitrogen, indicating 

that oxygen may be the active agent in the process. Furthermore, the 

inhibition was not observed in films deposited onto heated substrates, 

presumably because these films are less porous and do not permit the 

required moisture penetration. 

Raine attributed the narrowband absorption to the presence of 

F-centers, pointing out the wavelength agreement and the ability to 

bleach on exposure to UV, but emphasized that two of the properties of 
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F-centers were not observed. First, the bandwidth was nearly twice 

what was expected, and second, the formation of M-centers which usually 

accompanies the decay of F-centers was not observed. These objections 

can be answered by noting, as above, that the condensed film is impure, 

porous, and polycrystalline. The F-center absorption could therefore 

be broadened by these defects. The formation of M-centers could be 

subverted by the presence of oxygen and the preferential formation of 

magnesium oxide. Oxygen was indicated above as a possible inhibitor of 

absorption; a similar process could well be at work here. 

Martin and Netterfieldl14 have recently experimented with ion

assisted magnesium fluoride films, and have found similar evidence 

that oxygen can inhibit absorption. They found that films bombarded 

with argon had measurable (1.5%) absorption at 550 nm, but that films 

bombarded with either oxygen or water vapor ions showed little (~ 0.1%) 

absorption. All bombarded films showed slightly higher refractive 

indices, aud the oxygen-ion-assisted films ~ontained about 7 atomic %. 

of oxygen. Both the increase in refractive index and the additional 

oxygen incorporation point to the formation of MgO as the inhibitor 

of absorption. 

If F-centers are indeed responsible for the narrowband absorp

tion, then what mechanism is resposible for the observed variation in 

peak wavelength of samples 202B and 205B? The wavelength would not 

vary in a regular crystal, but these films are more defect than 

crystal. It is therefore possible that the local environment in 

which an electron is trapped may vary not only from place to place in 
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the material but in general from deposition to deposition. The degree 

of the deviation may correlate to intrinsic film stress, as the dimen

sions of the electronic confine vary with the amount of relaxation 

allowed by the columnar structure. Obviously, this idea is pure 

conjecture; it is offered because an experimental investigation is 

simply beyond the scope of this endeavor. 

F-centers are the result of a slight deficiency of fluorine 

in the films, but another absorption can arise when the deficiency 

becomes severe enough to allow formation of free metal particles. 

This absorption is characteristic of colloidal metal suspended in a 

dielectric, a meterial referred to as a cermet, and was cited by 

Raine as the cause of the broadband absorption. The case of magnesium 

in magnesium fluoride, deposited by co-sputtering the two materials, 

has been studied by Sichel, Gittleman, and Abeles.
llS 

Their appli

cation of the Maxwell-Garnett theory yielded a predicted absorption 

band at approximately 250 nm. The width and position of the band 

were predicted to depend on the magnesium grain size and size distri-

but ion (through the electron scattering time), presence of the oxide, 

and film packing density. For a particular film with 36% by volume 

magnesium (the balance magnesium fluoride), the absorption bandwidth 

was comparable to that found for sample coatings 183B and 184B. The 

bandwidth was not sensitive to small changes in the magnesium concen

tration. For another film 500 A thick with 21% by volume magnesium, 

the abosrption at the peak (290 nm) was about 60%. The presence of 

this type of absorption requires a significant inclusion of free 
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metal, which could be magnesium or perhaps tungsten from the ion gun 

filaments. Furthermore, Raine observed that the free metal particles 

would cause a cermet of this type to show increased scatter. 

When oxygen is present, further possibilities for absorption 

present themselves. Magnesium oxide itself, however, is transparent 

throughout the near UV, as shown by the spectra of evaporated magnes

ium oxide films (samples 206U and 206B, shown in Figure 6.6 deposited 

with and without concurrent ion bombardment. Magnesium oxide is 

relatively absorption-free down to about 250 nm (the dip near 330 nm 

is an interference minimum). 

Admixtures of fluoride and oxide could lead to highly compli-

cated absorption mechanisms. If a univalent fluorine ion vacancy is 

filled by a divalent oxygen ion, a dangling oxygen bond remains, the 

disposition of which is open to question; it may be free, bridged to 

another primary film constituent, or bound to an impurity. As 

unpleasant as the prospect is, this mechanism must be held in mind as 

a candidate with possibilities. 

Other experimental investigations have identified additional 

sources of ultraviolet losses in MgF2 films which, because of the 

wavelength, have no direct application to this work, but they will be 

mentioned in the interest of completeness. Barriere and Lachter
lOO 

have examined UV absorption as a function of deposition conditions 

and found that a relatively insignificant level of sodium, 1 atomic 

percent, gives rise to a distinct absorption band near 190 nm 

(6.5 eV). The source of this band is an electronic transition from 
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chemisorbed OH- to impurity Na+, a transition that occurs in NaOH at 

6.7 eVe This hypothesis is supported by their observation that the 

majority of fluorine vacancies were filled by OH- after exposure to 

air. Their result is particularly significant because sodium is a 

common impurity in vacuum deposition grade magnesium fluoride. Wood, 

Craghead, Sweeney, and Maloneyl16 have recently investigated absorp

tion near the magnesium fluoride band edge in the vacuum UV. They 

have found that a shift in the apparent band edge from about 100 nm 

in the bulk crystal to 150 nm in evaporated films can be accounted 

for by a combination of two factors: the low energy tail of an exci

ton band, and scattering from inhomogeneities both on the surface 

and in the body of the film. 

Having reviewed a set of possible mechanisms for absorption 

in the sample coatings, it is now time to evaluate to applicability 

of each. 

Which Mechanisms Apply. A set of experiments was deisgned 

to assist in determining the true causes of the observed absorptions. 

Specifically, following the lead of Raine, F-centers and colloidal 

magnesium were suspected for the narrowband and broadband absorptions, 

respectively. The results of these experiments will be presented 

next, accompanied by discussions of their agreement with predictions 

of the mechanisms presented above. 
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RBS and ESCA Results: Composition and Oxygen Binding 

Film composition is of primary importance to understanding 

any aspect of film behavior, so it is appropriate that it be examined 

first. Composition was analyzed from Rutherford Backscattering 

Spectograms by Michael Messerly, and shows that ion-assisted films 

are not stoichiometric. They are in fact fluorine deficient by a 

factor that depends on the ion/molecule ratio. Figure 6.7 shows the 

results for a,~umber of samples deposited under varying conditions. 

It is clear that fluorine content diminishes as bombardment ratio 

increases. The lack of fluorine is Qf course a requirement for both 

F-centers and cermets. 

Based on the worst-case stoichiometry of MgF1 •
75

, the fraction 

of magnesium metal atoms which are likely to be free can be calculated. 

The result of this calculation indicates that only about 4.5% by 

number of the magnesium could be available to form metal inclusions. 

The number fraction is roughly equivalent to the volume fraction 

treated by Sichel et al., who were concerned with fractions nearer 

20-30%. In this case, the amount of magnesium is significantly 

smaller but the absorption is still large. It therefore seems 

doubtful that colloidal excess metal is responsible for the broadband 

absorption. 

It is also apparent from Figure 6.7 that the calculated 

stoichiometries of the unbombarded samples vary considerably. In 

order to identify any possible correlation with deposition conditions, 

the value for each film is placed at the same abscissa as the 
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bombarded sample from the same run. Unfortunately, there appears to 

be no connection between the stoichiometry of the unbombarded films 

and the known deposition conditions. 

RBS samples were deposited both on carbon (C) and on 

beryllium foil (Be) substrates. An experiment (simultaneously 

depositing a coating on substrates of both materials) was performed 

to determine the influence, if any, of the substrate material on the 

results of stoichiometry calculations. The results indicate a minimal 

variation in composition, as shown in Table 6.2. It is not yet clear 

why the unbombarded films should not be stoichiometric. 

Oxygen is the third most significant constituent in both 

bombarded and unbombarded films. Oxygen concentration could be 

analyzed by RBS only in samples coated on carbon substrates, because 

on beryllium foil the immutable presence of BeO confounds the calcu

lation. Slightly more oxygen appears in the bombarded films, but the 

difference is not great and does not appear correlated to bombardment 

ratio, as shown in Table 6.3 and in Figure 6.8 for several samples. 

The presence of significant oxygen raises the question of how it is 

incorporated in the film and suggests the possibility of absorption 

due to a dangling bond. But if this is the case, and the oxygen 

concentrations of the two types of films are approximately the same, 

how is the difference in absorption explained? We may digress for a 

moment to review the results of an ESCA analysis of binding energies 

in the film, which shed some light on this question. 
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Table 6.2. Calculated Composition of Samples on Different Substrates 

Sample 207B lAD on beryllium foil MgF1.88 ± 0.03 

207B lAD on carbon MgF1.9l ± 0.04 

207U conventional on beryllium foil MgF1.96 ± 0.04 

207U conventional on carbon MgF1.95 ± 0.03 

Table 6.3. Oxygen Concentration in MgF
2 

Films 

MgF 0 
x y 

ionl 
Sample mol x y o atomic % 

Bombarded: l89B 1.1 1. 75 0.123 4.3 ± 0.2 

190B 0.2 1.91 0.141 4.6 ± 0.2 

0.085 0.085 1.91 0.128 4.2 ± 0.2 

Unbombarded: l89U 1.99 0.091 3.0 ± 0.2 

190U 2.01 0.120 3.8 ± 0.2 

207U 1.95 0.112 3.7 ± 0.2 
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Oxygen Concentration in MgF2 Films 
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Figure 6.8. Oxygen concentration in magnesium fluoride films 
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The ESCA results were uninteresting except for an observed 

shift in the 0ls binding energy in sample l83B which correlated with 

the presence of the broad, flat absorption band. The binding energy 

spectrum for l83B is shown in Figure 6.9, along with that for a non-

absorbing lAD MgF2 coating fabricated by Charles Kennemore at the 

University of Arizona. The 0ls spectrum of the non-absorbing film 

is similar to that of a conventionally deposited film on heated or 

cold substrates. The absorbing film, however, shows a shifted binding 

energy which dominates the residual conventional binding. 

The correct interpretation of this energy shift is uncertain. 

117 The conventional binding is suspected to be that in MgO, with 

2-oxygen in the 0 valence state. The shifted energy seen in sample 

l83B would then correspond to the formation of an oxy-fluoride 

complex MgOF, with oxygen valence 01- and an unsaturated bond which 

is responsible for the absorption. 

In the interest of confirming the occurence of the energy 

shift, a second ESCA analysis was performed several weeks later by 

Paul Arendt and colleagues at Los Alamos National Laboratory. On this 

occasion, however, no energy shift was observed. It is not known 

whether one measurement or the other was erroneous or whether the 

chemistry of the sample simply 'changed with time. 

These results, based as they are on only a single sample, 

should not be relied upon too heavily. It must be emphasized that 

they are inconclusive and that the interpretation of the shift is 

provisional. If later work provides further information, a more 
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definite explanation of the oxygen chemistry and related absorption 

may be possible. The examination of film composition now resumes. 
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Argon, the fourth most populous species in bombarded films, 

is incorporated into bombarded films at a rate which is approximately 

proportional to the bombardment ratio. No argon was detected in the 

unbombarded films in spite of the fact that they were evaporated in 

the same argon partial pressure (8 x 105mbar ) as the bombarded 

samples, indicating that argon is implanted by bombardment. The 

atomic percentage varies from 0.5% to more than 2%, as shown in 

Table 6.4 and Figure 6.10. 

Tungsten from the ion gun filaments was also detected in most 

of the lAD films. Only once was the concentration sufficient to per

mit a calculation of density. On this occasion (sample l89B with an 

ion/molecule ratio of 1.1), tungsten was counted at the rate of one 

atom per 2100 magnesium atoms, or 170 parts per million (ppm). In 

all other films, the level was too low to. be counted; the figure of. 

170 ppm therefore represents an upper limit on tungsten concentration. 

This contamination is at far too low a level to be responsible for 

any measurable absorption. 

Baking Absorbing Films 

Additional information on potential sources of absorption 

was gained from experiments performed by Jim Targove, in which a few 

sample coatings were baked in air and remeasured. The results were 

remarkable in that all absorption can apparently be removed, but 
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Table 6.4. Argon Concentration in lAD MgF2 Films 

MgF 0 Ar x y z 

ion/ 
Sample mol x y z Atomic % 

189B 1.1 1. 75 0.123 0.053 1.8 ± 0.07 

190B 0.2 1.91 0.141 0.027 0.9 ± 0.04 

198B 0.09 1.945 (0.13) 0.0166 0.5 ± 0.04 

199B 0.11 1.942 (0.13) 0.0167 0.5 ± 0.03 

205B 0.5 1.887 (0.13) 0.066 2.2 ± 0.04 

207B(C) 0.08 1.913 0.1285 0.0152 0.5 ± 0.03 

207B(Be) 0.08 1.881 (0.13) 0.016 0.5 ± 0.03 
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Figure 6.10. Argon incorporated into ion-assisted magnesium fluoride 
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supplementary results from RBS analysis show that there is a price 

for transparency: loss of fluorine. 
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Both bombarded and unbombarded films of a sample were baked 

in order to control the experiment. The transmittance spectra of 

both samples before baking are shown in Figure 6.lla. The bombarded 

sample 205B was deposited at 0.5 ion/molecule and shows only 62% 

transmission at the absorption peak at 240 nm. The transmission of 

the unbombarded control 205U, by contrast, is above 92% at the same 

wavelength. After one hour at 800 K, the transmission of 205B has 

increased from 62% to 89%, while that of 205U has dropped from 92% 

to about 85% (Figure 6.llb). Additional bake cycles, another hour 

at 800 K and another hour at 375 K, had no effect on the transmittance 

spectra. 

The increase in transmittance observed in the bombarded 

sample was undoubtedly due to diffusion or decay of the defects 

responsible for the absorption. The decrease in transmittance of the 

unbombarded sample, however, is not easy to explain. Such a decrease 

could be attributed to absorption, scatter, or both. Since there 

was no visible increase in scatter, it must be assumed that absorption 

is responsible. But then why did the absorption of one sample 

decrease while that of the other increased? The answer may be 

that the unbombarded sample is simply more porous, and therefore 

intrinsically less stable in adverse environmnets. The source of 

the absorption is open to the same discussion that applies to the 

bombardment-induced absorption. 
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Figure 6.11. Transmittance spectra of ion-assisted and unbombarded 
magnesium fluoride films before (top) and after (bottom) 
baking 



The compositions of samples 205B and 205U were analyzed before 

and after baking. In both samples, a significant amount of fluorine 

was lost and oxygen was gained. (The gain in oxygen is observed 

qualitatively; since these samples were deposited on beryllium, no 

calculation of oxygen concentration could be made.) The fluorine 

conte~t, given as the stoichiometric factor, is shown for the samples 

before and after bake cycles in Table 6.5. The table shows that both 

samples suffered about the same loss. It is odd that fluorine lost 

in baking does not lead to the same absorption that follows fluorine 

lost by bombardment; replacement by oxygen is most likely the 

difference. 

The RBS spectra of these bake samples (Figure 6.l2a and b) 

show distinctly different patterns of oxidation between the unbom- , 

barded and bombarded samples. Oxygen in the unbombarded sample is 

distributed throughout the film, but displays a marked increase at 

the substrate, where it is presumably in the form of BeD. The fact 

that oxygen penetrates the film to such depth demonstrates the 

permeability of a conventional unbombarded film. The bombarded 

sample, by contrast, shows an increase in oxygen concentration 

only near the surface of the film. The concentration falls rapidly 

with depth, indicating decreased porosity and an increased impediment 

to atmospheric gases. 

Composition was analyzed by RBS after a second bake cycle for 

the same samples, as also shown in Table 6.5. The fluorine was 

further reduced, in the unbombarded sample to very near MgF, although 
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Table 6.5. Results of MgF2 Bake Tests. 

Sample Time Temperature % Transmission Composition 

205B 0 62 at peak MgF1. 89 :!: 0.03 

1 h 800 K 89 MgFl. 7 ± 0.1 

1 h 800 K 

1 h 375 K MgF1. 5 ± 0.2 

205U 0 92 MgF1. 98 ± 0.03 

1 h 800 K 85 MgF1. 8 ± 0.1 

1 h 800 K 

1 h 375 K MgF1. 1 ± 0.2 
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(top) and ion-assisted (bottom) magnesium f10uride 
films after baking. 
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the uncertainty in stoichiometry increases as oxygen permeates the 

film. The pattern of oxidation seen after the first bake test contin

ued to spread after the second test; the unbombarded film was oxidized 

uniformly throughout while oxidation in the bombar.ded sample was 

confined to the upper part of the film. 

A set of baking experiments designed by Jim Targove to deter

mine the activation energies for diffusion or decay of the absorbing 

defects was underway as this dissertation was being prepared. While 

the results are not available here, further information on this subject 

is undoubtedly in the future. 

Extended exposure to broadband ultraviolet radiation caused 

an increase in transmission in a sample (narrowband) absorbing 

coating (185B), as shown in Figure 6.13. The experiment was uncon

trolled in that the irradiance and exposure were not measured, but 

the effect of UV is definite and significant. Three hours of 

irradiation raised the transmission from 46 to 54% near the absorbing 

peak at 290 nm. This result is an almost certain indication that 

color centers are responsible for the absorption. 

X-ray Diffraction 

X-ray diffraction spectra of three test films were obtained 

by Paul Arendt and colleagues at Los Alamos National Laboratory. None 

of the three samples (one deposited conventionally onto an unheated 

substrate, one ion-assisted and non-absorbing, and one ion-assisted 

and absorbing) showed any crystalline features, preferred orientation 
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Figure 6.13. Increase in UV transmittance of sample 185B after UV 
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or magnesium rings; the films were therefore determined to be amor-

phous and without metal inclusions. This result is in reasonable 

agreement with that of Kennemore and Gibsonl18 , who found that ion-

assisted films were amorphous while conventional films deposited onto 

cold substrates showed only weak crystallinity. 

Conclusions: The Sources of Absorption 
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The narrowband absorption is almost certainly due to F-centers 

induced by bombardment, but the absence of colloidal metal in the 

films virtually rules out the broadband cermet absorption identified 

by Raine. Furthermore, a visual examination of the broadband-absorb-

ing films revealed no increase in scatter, so that two of the three 

properties on which Raine based his conclusion are absent in these 

films. The present study is therefore forced to consider alternatives. 

At least two other hypotheses should be considered. First, 

recall that the broadband absorption was the result, in the present 

work, of increased ion bombardment flux. It is safe to assume that 

as the flux increases the density of induced F-centers increases 

commensurately, and that at some point they become adjacent or agg10m-

erated. Other types of color centers can be fOl~ed from multiple 

F-centers, and in particular an R-center with its absorption centered 

119 near 300 nm is suspected. While the detailed behavior of these 

objects is not known, their occurence does not require increased 

scatter or magnesium metal. 

Second, the results of the ESCA analysis of oxygen binding 

should somehow be fit into the puzzle. This result, based only on a 



single sample, is not conclusive. However, if there is indeed a 

correlation between the altered binding ~nd the broadband absorption, 

it is reasonable to assume that the oxygen is, at least in part, 

responsible for the absorption. Its participation is most likely the 

contribution of a dangling bond, as described above. The source of 

the-absorption could then be an electronic transition corresponding 

to bound states of the valence electron. This hypothesis is more 

conjecture that the previous options, but is offered because it is 

the only one which includes the results of the XPS analysis. 

Clearly, the results of this study are not conclusive with 

respect to the sources of absorption. The existence of F-centers, 

held responsible for the narrowband absorption, is plausible and 

likely based on the experimental results, but is not certain. The 

tests which can confirm or deny the F-center hypothesis are unfortun

ately beyond the scope of this study. The source of the broadband 

absorption is also in doubt, and is perhaps more deserving of 

additional study than other aspects of the present work. 

Having exhausted the experimental results which bear on the 

question of absorption, we now turn to an examination of additional 

optical and physical properties. 

Refractive Index 

For the thin layers of the present study, it was possible to 

measure the refractive index only by the modified Abeles method. The 

values of index in air, measured by Marie Garcia, for films deposited 
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conventionally onto ambient temperature substrate (207U) and ion-

assisted (207B) are listed in Table 6.6. (No error bars are 

• associated with these measurements because the method as used here is 

still in development.) These values are in good agreement with those 

reported by Martin and Netterfield. 119 

RBS Results: Carbon Contamination 

RBS spectra almost always show a thin layer of carbon (or a 

carbon compound) at the surface of the sample. This is attributed to 

atmospheric hydrocarbons adosorbed on the surface. The early RBS 

samples, deposited only on carbon substrates, showed not only this 

surface carbon but carbon distributed throughout the film as well. 

In an early titania film, for example, carbon atoms appeared at the 

surprising rate of one per six titanium atoms. The source of this 
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contamination remained uncertain: was the vacuum chamber contaminated 

with oil? Were atmospheric hydrocarbons penetrating the film as far 

as the substrate? or Was the substrate carbon migrating throughout 

the film? These questions were answered by depositing some sample 

coatings onto beryllium foil. The coatings on beryllium showed 

Table 6.6. Abeles Index of MgF2 Samples. 

Sample Description Index at 520 nm 

207U conventional, ambo temp 1.373 

207B lAD, 0.09 ion/mol., 300 v. 1.392 
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carbon only at the surface; substrate material was migrating up through 

the porous film. 

The undesirable presence of carbon in the film was turned to 

advantage because it provided a novel technique for analyzing changes 

induced by ion bombardment. Since carbon is able to migrate only 

because the film is porous, its activity should be restricted by any 

improvement in density or decrease in porosity, two changes expected 

in lAD films. In fact, much less carbon is found throughout the lAD 

films than the unbombarded ones. Typical examples of RBS spectra of 

MgF2 films on carbon are shown in Figure 6.14. The spectra show 

clearly the difference in carbon distribution. 

Stress 

It was hoped that this study could present the results of 

stress measurements on magnesium fluoride films, but it is constrained 

instead to present visual analyses of thick films which display 

stress-induced cracking. Two sets of films were examined, the first 

about 2 ~m thick and the second about 1 ~m. Both are beyond the 

limit of useable thickness for conventional magnesium fluoride films. 

The first and most striking example of the improvement in lAD 

films is shown in Figure 6.15. This photograph was taken in the light 

scattered from two very thick thin films: Sample 218-1, on the left, 

is a conventional coating about 2.2 ~m (22 000 A) thick, and 218-2, on 

the right, is a bombarded coating about 1.6 ~m (16 000 A) thick. 
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Figure 6.14. RBS spectra of carbon distribution in unbombarded (top) 
and ion-assisted (bottom) magnesium fluoride films 



Figure 6.15. Photograph comparing scattered light from unbombarded 
(top) and bombarded (bottom) magnesium fluoride samples 
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The difference in thickness, in this case, is due to the addition 

of ion bombardment; without it, they would have been identical 

thicknesses. The photo shows clearly that the lAD films is much 
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less scattering. w~ile some of the difference is attributable to the 

25% - 30% variation in thickness, the difference is so remarkable that 

lAD can assume some credit. This claim is supported by a microscopic 

examination of the films. 

Under lOX magnification, a reflected light image of the 

conventional film shows a mosaic of film fragments (Figure 6.l6a). 

Each fragment is curling up off the substrate, as can be seen from 

the closed interference fringes which are clearly visible in each 

fragment. By contrast, a reflected light image of the lAD film 

(Figure 6.l6b) shows a network of cracks, but no fringes to indicate 

that the film is pulling away from the substrate. This improvement 

is probably due not only to reduced stress but also to enhanced 

adhesion from ion bombardment of the substrate before deposition. 

Figure 6.17 is a side-by-side comparison of the two films through 

the microscope. 

Another difference in film morphology is obvious from the 

reflected light photographs. The conventional coating is cracked 

in a predominantly random pattern, while the lAD film is cracked 

in a preferred direction. It is not certain whether the preferred 

direction is related to the substrate cleaning process or to the ion 

gun direction, but since the unbombarded sample displays a mild 

preference as well, substrate cleaning would appear to playa role. 
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Figure 6.16. Photomicrographs (lOX) in reflected light of unbombarded 
(top) and ion-assisted (bottom) magnesium fluoride films 



Figure 6.17. Photomicrograph (lOX) in reflected light comparing ion
assisted (top) and unbombarded (bottom) magesium 
flouride films 
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As an aid to correlating scattering centers with fragment positions, 

the photograph shown in Figure 6.18 was taken in a combination of 

scattered and reflected light. It shows thatthe dominant sources 

of scatter are the boundaries between the film platelets. The 

horizontal character of the scatter lines is due to the illumination. 

Figure 6.19a and b show the same two films photographed in scattered 

light. 

It was of course hoped that ion bombardment would prevent 

film cracking, now just change its character, and in this interest 

a series of thinner thick films were made. The thicknesses' of these 

films, as measured by Dektak, were closer to 1 ~m than to 2, as 

shown in Table 6.7. 

Photomicrographs, taken in scattered light at lOX, are 

shown in Figure 6.20a through c. Sample 219-1 looks much the same 
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as its thicker counterpart 218-1, with cracks running all directions 

but with some preference. The "lightly" bombarded film 219-2 is 

cracked in a curious bidirectional fashion, and is not as densely 

cracked as 219-1. The more heavily bombarded film, sample 219-3, has 

highly directional cracks which are quite fine and densely packed. 

The fact that the angular distribution of cracks is not uni

form can be seen by examining Figures 6.21a and b, which are photo

graphs of the same film patch (on sample 219-1) taken at 90 0 

orientation~ of the sample with respect to the illumination. 

Not all the implications of these images are clear, but some 

observations are in order. Since these coatings were deposited with 



Figure 6.18. Photomicrograph (lOX) of unbombarded film taken in 
scattered and reflected light 
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Figure 6.19. Photomicrographs (lOX) in scattered light of unbombarded 
(top) and ion-assisted (bottom) magnesium fluoride films 



Table 6.7. Second Group of Thick Magnesium Fluoride Samples 

Sample 219-1 

219-2 

219-3 

Conventional 

LAD, 0.026 ion/molecule 

lAD, 0.16 ion/molecule 
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9500 A 

9800 A 

8500 A 
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Photomicrographs (lOX) in scattered light on unbombarded 
(top), "lightly" bombarded (middle", and "heavily" bom
barded (bottom) magnesium fluoride films 



Figure 6.21. Photomicrographs (lOX) in scattered light of two 
orientations of a patch of unbombarded magnesium 
fluoride film 
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the vapor incident very near the substrate normal, we may eliminate 

vapor angle as a source of preferred direction. This leaves only two 

directional forces: that of gravity during the substrate cleaning 

and drying process, and that of the ion beam at the substrate during 

condensation. Since cracking clearly becomes denser and more direc-

tional with increasing bombardment, we may guess that the ion beam 

angle is exerting an influence. However, the fact that even unbom-

barded samples show preferred directions is an indication that sub-

strate cleaning (or some other substrate property) also affects the 

outcome. Further careful observation is required. 

Abrasion Resistance 

The increased abrasion resistance of ion-assisted magnesium 

fluoride films has already been demonstrated by the work of Kennemore 

d GOb 111 an 1 son. An eraser rub test similar to that used in their 

work was applied to test coatings 192U and 192B, described earlier. 

Photographs (not shown) fo the rubbed areas ir.dicate that the unbom-

barded coating is badly scratched and even removed in some areas, 

while the bombarded coating shows very little apparent damage. These 

results are in good agreement with those reported by Kennemore 

Gibson, whose paper provides excellent photographs. 

Fluorine Resistance 

Resistance to corrosion caused by fluorine gas was measured 

by Steve Foltyn and colleagues at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

The test consists of a measured exposure to a 0.5% fluorine atmosphere 



(balance helium, atmospheric pressure, room temperature), followed by 

re-evaluation of the spectral performance; in this case the criterion 

was transmission at 248 nm. The three coatings tested were a conven

tional coating (201U) condensed onto an ambient temperature substrate 

in a high (3 x 10-6 mbar) vacuum, another deposited similarly (202U) 

but in 8 x 10-5 mbar of argon, and a third (sample 199B) ion-assisted 

at about 0.11 ion/molecule. 

The results of this test confirmed that ion-assisted coatings 

are indeed more resistant to attack. The film deposited in high 

vacuum deteriorated rapidly: in one hour its transmittance dropped 

6.7% from the initial 93.8% to 87.1% and it showed heavy damage. The 

film deposited in argon, after 24 hours of exposure, dropped 11.9% 

from 93.8% to 81.9% and showed severe damage. The transmittance of 

the ion-assisted sample, however, dropped only 2.1%, from 94.6%, 

after 24 hours, and showed low transmittance (85.6%) and damage only 

after 48 hours. For comparison, the transmittance of an uncoated 

sample drops 2. 7% in 48 hours, so that it is clear that the film is 

still more susceptible to damage than the sample surface. Damage 

results are summarized in Figure 6.22. 

Conclusions 

In spite of the aforementioned uncertainties, the positive 

accomplishments of this work may be emphasized. Ion-assisted magne

sium fluoride films of good optical and mechancial quality have been 
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deposited on (necessarily) ambient temperature substr.ates. The films 

have a somewhat higher refractive index than conventional films and 

are not quite stoichiometric, but there is reason to believe that 

they suffer from less stress as well. The impurity levels of oxygen, 

argon, and tungsten are not detrimental, as long as the oxygen is 

bound as it is in conventional films. The fact that ion-assisted 

films are denser and less porous is supported by observations of car

bon migration and oxide formation. Ion-assisted films are remarkably 

resistant to abrasion damage and are more resistant than conventional 

films to attack by fluorine gas. 



CHAPTER 7 

ALUMINUM OXIDE 

Aluminum oxide, or alumina (A1203), is a hard, stable, 

medium-refractive-index material which is finding increasing applica

tion to optical coatings. It has been widely used as a protective 

overcoat for metal mirrors, for solar selective surfaces, and as a 

component in multilayer optical filters. Furthermore, it is one of 

the few optical materials which has also found utility in the elec

tronics industry, where it is applied as a passivating layer in meta1-

oxide semiconductor structures. Since alumina is a 10w-atomic-mass 

compound, it is likely to resist damage by gamma-rays, and is there

fore a candidate for coatings in gamma-ray environments. But in 

spite of its reputation as a reliable performer, there are occasional 

reports in the literature of anomo10us behavior, and these, combined 

with the promise of an outstanding optical coating material, have 

prompted further study. 

Conventional Alumina Films 

As before, the properties of the bulk material may serve as 

a point of departure for a discussion of thin film forms. Bulk 

crystalline alumina is known to have no fewer than nine different 

crystalline phases. This would certainly add ambiguity to any under

standing of thin films if it were not for the fact that, fortunately, 
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only two occur often enough to warrant attention. These are 

y-alumina (corundum), which is rhombic, and a-alumina, which is cubic. 

Both crystals have refractive indices of 1.765, are transparent over 

the range of wavelengths from about 200 to 5000-7000 nm. Bulk 

density is between 3.5 and 3.97 for natural crystals, and they are 

extremely hard and insoluble in water. 120 

Thin films of alumina show consistently lower indices than 

the bulk. Reported values range from 1.54 at 550 nm for a film con

densed onto a 40°C substrate12l to 1.68 for a film deposited by 

. ° 122 reactive ion plat1ng onto a 50-100'C substrate. The indices of 

evaporated films average about 1.61 to 1.63, with a only a mild 

68 99 dependence on substrate temperature. ' 

The relative insensitivity of index to substrate temperature 

suggests truthfully that packing density is also comparatively 

constant. Packing densities of 0.95 are reported for films deposited 

onto substrates up to 300°C. 68 Infrared transmission spectroscopy 

confirms that very little water is adsorbed into alumina films. 99 

This consistently high value of packing density is unusual among 

condensed film materials. 

The crystalline structures of evaporated and sputtered thin 

. 123 124 films are always amorphous, and display mass densit1es ' near 

3 3.0.g/cm. Ion plated films, however, show a highly disordered, fine-

i d 1 11 · 122 gra ne po ycrysta 1ne structure. According to Naguib and 

56 Kelly, a crystalline film bombarded with ions amorphizes. 
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Absorption losses in alumina films are low when compared to 

those of other thin film materials. Ebert15 found that the coefficient 

of absorption of alumina evaporated in neutral oxygen was approximately 

6 cm- l at 514 nm, compared to an average of about 50 cm- l for the ten 

other oxides examined. The coefficients of the other materials de-

creased markedly when evaporated in ionized (energy ~ 150 eV) oxygen, 

to an average closer to 10 em-I, while that of alumina increased to 

10 em-I. The reason for this trend reversal remains unexplained. 

Conventional alumina films have recently been reexamined for 

suitability to ultraviolet laser coatings. 96 The attenuation co-

efficient at 248 nm was found to be below 0.001 and the films had a 

moderately good laser-induced damage threshold, but they suffered 

from high tensile stress and failed the environmental stability 

test. Failure of this test was not expected and may be a limited 

anomoly, but warrants further attention nonetheless. 

In addition to that by Ebert (cited above), there are two 

reports of ion-assisted alumina filres in the literature. The first, 

b S ' 1 125 i h 'I' f i i t d fil Y a~ty et a, exam nes t e ut1 1ty 0 on-ass s e ms as 

protective coatings for metal layers. The criterion for protection 

was the length of time required for 0.2-M NaOH to attack aluminum 

films. An ion-assisted film (Ar ions, 700 V, 0.075 ion/molecule) 

protected aluminum films for about 10 times longer than did a con-

ventional alumina film. The authors stress that no attempt was 

made to optimize the process or the bombardment ratio, so even more 

dramatic improvements may be possible. A second report, by 
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Binh et aI, evaluates the waveguiding attenuation of several oxide 

films deposited by oxygen lAD. Losses in ion-assisted (1200 V, 0.78 

ion/molecule) alumina films, at 1.52 dB/cm (a ~ 0.35 cm-l ), were 

the lowest of all materials studied. These reports reinforce the 

promise of alumina as a successful candidate for lAD. 

Ion-Assisted Alumina 

With the experience of ion-assisted magnesium fluoride behind 

56 and the reassurance of Naguib and Kelly that bombardment would not 

reduce alumina, the early experiments with ion-assisted alumina pro-

ceeded directly to measurements of stoichiometry and transparency. 

In the first set of runs, unbombarded and argon-ion-bombarded samples 

were deposited simultaneously onto unheated glass, fused silica, and 

carbon substrates. 

Early Samples 

The spectra of the first group (Figure 7.1) show that the 

unbombarded sample 208U has slightly better UV transmittance than 

the bombarded sample 208B. For the purpose of comparison, the onset 

of absorption (A) may be defined as the wavelength at which the top 

of the interference envelope drops below 85%, corresponding to about 

8% absorption for films on fused silica. By this criterion, absorp-

tion begins at 210 nm for the conventional film and 242 nm for the 

ion-assisted one. The significance of this result was reinforced 

by the following run 209, where the absorption onsets were at 204 nm 

and 257 nm for the unbombarded and bombarded samples, respectively. 
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Figure 7.1. Transmittance spectra of alumina samples 208B and 208U 
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However, note that the optical thicknesses of the bombarded samples 

are about 30-35% greater than those of the corresponding unbombarded 

samples; the decrease in transmittance is due both to this difference 

and to a small change in absorption coefficient. The absorption onset 

measurements are summarized in Figure 7.2. 

The unexpected difference in thickness between the samples 

was initially taken (with some excitement) as an unusual effect of 

bombardment. As a test of this interpretation, the following run 

(210) employed the same run parameters as 208 except that the ion 

gun was left off. (The samples were designated 210(B) for the sample 

occupying the normally bombarded space and 210(U) for the other, 

although neither sample was bombarded). The results indicate, 

somewhat sadly, not the discovery of a new effect of ion bombardment, 

but that the distribution of evaporant was disappointingly asymmetri

cal. Measurements of the absorption onset, 200 nm for sample 210(U) 

and 221 nm for 210(B), confirm that it is both thickness and bom

bardment which are responsible for the decreased transmittance. The 

transmittance spectra therefore indicate only a small effect of 

argon-ion bombardment. 

The surface index of the bombarded films, as measured by 

Abeles technique at oblique incidence, are significantly higher than 

those of the unbombarded films. The mean value for 208B and 209B is 

1.616, while that for the unbombarded samples 20aU, 209U, 2l0(U), 

and 2l0(B) is 1.565 +.005. These results, summarized in Table 7.1 

and Figure 7.3, are encouraging: they indicate that refractive 
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Table 7.1. Properties of First Three Pairs of Experimental Alumina· 
Coatings. 
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Thickness (A) Ion/molecule A onset (um) AlO -2--'x Index (Abeles) 

Sample 208U -1280 210 3.429 

208B -1700 0.12 242 3.313 

209U -3720 204 

209B -4740 0.18 257 

210-1 -1586* 200 

210-2 -2124* 221 

Nean index for unbombarded samples: 1. 5645 ± 0.0054 
Mean index for bombarded samples: 1.616 

± .02 1.568 

± .02 1.615 

1.556 

1.617 

1.576 

1.558 

*These thicknesses measured by optical surface profilometer, others 
calculated from optical thicknesses using approximate values of index. 
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index (and presumably therefore d~nsity) is increased while absorption 

remains relatively constant, a delightful outcome indeed. Since later 

results were not as satisfying, perhaps the experimentation should 

have ended here. 

RBS analyses of samples 208U and 208B, again by Micahel 

Messerly, indicate surprisingly that both bombarded and unbombarded 

films are superstoichiometric, i.e., contain an excess of oxygen. 

This result is not expected because the deposition took place in a 

residual pressure of argon, not oxygen, and prompted subsequent 

experiments to determine the behavior of oxidation. 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the next generation of 

samples, the potential for error in the above results should be 

noted. It regards the internal consistency of the index measurements, 

thickness measurements, and optical spectra of samples 209 and 210, 

the samples for wh~c~ independent thickness measurements are available. 

The optical thicknesses can be calculated from the spectra by iden

tifying the interference order of each extremum. Once this is 

done, the average index n(A) at the wavelength A of the extreme can 

be calculated from 

n(Am} = mAm/4d , 

where m is the order number and d is the physical thickness. When 

this is done for samples 209U, 209B, 2l0(U), and 2l0(B) , the indices 

shown in Table 7.2 are obtained: 
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Table 7.2. n(A) Based on Interference Order. 

Thickness (A) m Am n(Am) 

Sample 209U 2825 ± 222 4 610 2.16 ± .18 
(Dektak) 5 493 2.18 ± .18 

etc. 

Sample 209B 2912 ± 184 5 625 2.68 ± .18 
(Dektak) 6 528 2.72 ± .18 

etc. 

Sample 210(U) 1586 ± 30 3 370 1.750 ± .035 
(optical 4 290 1.828 ± .035 
profilometer) 5 233 1.836 ± .035 

6 206 1.948 ± .035 

Sample 21O(B) 2124 ± 30 4 378 1.780 ± .035 
(optical 5 305 1. 795 ± .035 
profilometer) 6 262 1.850 ± .035 

7 228 1.879 ± .035 
8 208 1.959 ± .035 



These values are obviously much too large to be considered 

realistic, even at the shorter wavelengths. The fault must lie with 
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the measurements of thickness, but it is not clear whether the measure

ments themselves are in error, or if the physical thickness of the coat

ing varies. For the optical profilometer measurements, the optical 

and physical thicknesses were taken from different substrates; the 

physical thickness was taken from a single-sided sample and the optical 

thickness from a non-flat sample. There is therefore no way to recon

cile the two after the fact. The Dektak measurements, however, were 

taken from a sample immediately adjacent to the sample from which the 

optical spectra were obtained; the discrepancy remains unexplained. 

In summary, the early samples ~ndicated that bombardment does 

improve the refractive index and does not increase absorption signifi

cantly. Furthermore, there is a strong indication that both methods 

of thickness measurement are subject to large systematic errors. 

Change in Chamber Configuration. As evidenced by the varia

tions in thickness, previous evaporation runs had incorrectly assumed 

that the deposition rate was the same for samples located on either 

side of the chamber. In order to eliminate further artifacts of this 

problem, the internal configuration of the chamber. was changed. This 

change provided for four substrate holders, any three of which were 

masked from evaporant at one time. Each holder could be rotated in 

turn to a position over the source during evaporation; deposition con

ditions could be varied for each sample as needed. Therefore, the 
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bombarded and unbombarded samples were no longer deposited 

simultaneously, but we~e done one after the other during the same vacuum 

cycle. 

Optical Properties and Oxygen Content 

Films deposited with this arrangement showed erratic optical 

properties, and it soon became apparent that those deposited from fresh 

material were substantially different from those evaporated later. As 

a test of this, four layers, each about 5,000 A thick, were deposited 

-5 in sequence with residual argon at 8 x 10 mbar (samples 214-1 

through -4). As can be seen from the transmittance spectra in Figure 

7.4, the absorption coefficient increases monotonically with evapora-

tion time. The character of the absorption suggests that it is an 

. lb' 127 db' h' . 1 . ~nterva ence a sorpt~on ue to su sto~c ~ometr~c a um~na; i.e., 

the films were oxygen-deficient. 

This was the first evidence that alumina was being reduced. 

Two possible explanations were considered: first, that the substrate 

heating which inevitably accompanies extended evaporation was causing 

reduction of the evaporant at the substrate, and second, that extended 

electron bombardment was reducing the source material in the crucible. 

As a test of these explanations, the first layer, which is normally 

deposited onto an unheated substrate and is absorption-free, was 

deposited onto a substrate heated to 100°C, the highest temperature sus-

pected for substrates after extended evaporation. The resulting film 

(216U) was absorption-free in the visible region, proving that the 
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increase in absorption was primarily due to reduction of the source 

material in the crucible. However, the u~traviolet spectrum of the 

sample (shown in Figure 7.5) shows subtle evidence of an unusual band-

type absorption centered near 230 nm. The observation of this band is 

noted here in the interest of completeness, but investigation is beyond 

the scope of this chapter. 

In an effort to minimize the absorption due to oxygen deficit, 

-5 a residual pressure (4 x 10 mbar) of oxygen was added to the chamber 

during evaporation. (This pressure was added to the same pressure of 

argon; only the combined pressures would support the ion gun discharge 

in later experiments.) Alumina films deposited in this atmosphere 

(samples 215-1 and 215-2) show only minimal evidence of absorption in-

creasing with time: the onset of absorption (as defined above) is 206 

nm for the first deposition and 215 for the second. This increase is 

insignificant when compared to that of the previous example, where the 

onsets were well above 400 nm. All subsequent films were deposited 

with this gas composition. 

The entire run 215 consisted of the two conventional deposi-

tions 215-1 and 215-2, followed by two ion-assisted depositions 215-3, 

at about 0.13 ion/molecule, and 215-4, at about 0.64 ion/molecule. 

All films were about 5,000 A thick and quite transparent throughout 

the visible and near UV; the worst onset of absorption was in 215-4 at 

229 nm. Each deposition was also monitored for stoichiometry by a 

carbon sample, and measured for index by the Abeles technique. Table 

7.3 summarizes these results. Note that measurements of physical 
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Table 7.3. Summary of Properties of Alumina Samples 215 

Ion/ ** 
* 

A onset Index 
Thickness (A.) molecule (run) A120X (Abeles) 

Sample 215-1 -5050 206 3.24 ± .02 1.628 

215-2 -4650 215 3.07 ± .02 1.546 

215-3 -4800 0.13 N/A 3.07 ± .08 1.538 

215-4 -5215 0.64 229 3.14 ± .08 1.617 

*Thickness calculated by envelope method. 

**Error tolerance in index values is undetermined. 
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thickness have been temporarily abandoned and replaced by calculations 

of thickness based on the envelope method. 

The absorption onsets shown in the above table came as no 

surprise, but both the oxygen content and the Abeles index contain new 

information. It is apparent from the oxygen factors that the first 

evaporation (215-1) is oxygen-rich, and that the oxygen concentration 

falls to a value near the "proper" level in subsequent layers. A 

qualitative analysis of the oxygen distribution in sample 215-1 indi

cates that the oxygen is most strongly concentrated in the first 

1,500A(near the substrate), and that the level drops quickly to the 

amount seen in later layers. This unusual behavior is probably due to 

the preferential release of oxygen or water vapor from the starting 

material at the beginning of evaporation. The combined pressures of 

the added and released oxygen causes incorporation of the excess; as 

soon as the starting material is depleted the level drops to normal. 

The values of stoichiometry calculated from RBS data are averages of 

the entire layer. The increase in oxygen seen in the last evapora

tion (215-4) is presumably due to implantation from the relatively 

strong ion beam. 

The Abeles measurements of index shown above are disappointing; 

the trend which appeared so clearly in the previous samples is com

pletely absent in these (see Figure 7.6). The bombarded and unbombard

ed groups each show one high and one low index. Ther~ is no 

explanation for the loss of this trend. (However, a curious fact 

should be noted. If the values of index are permuted such that the 
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first value becomes the last and the order is otherwise unchanged, the 

trend reappears. This particular permutation is a possible result of 

confusion because the samples are deposited in a rotating fixture and 

215-1 follows 215-4 if the rotation is continued or if the evaporation 

is accidentally begun on 215-2. But in spite of this coincidence and 

its possibility, a careful examination of procedures and the samples 

themselves turned up no evidence of error. The facts must remain 

unexplained. ) 

When the Abeles index is plotted as a function of oxygen con-

centration, as shown in Figure 7.7, a mild positive correlation appears 

which was not present in the previous samples. But this plot is mis-

leading, at least for the first evaporation, because it attempts to 

relate the index at the film-air interface to the excess oxygen 

concentrated near the substrate-film interface. Furthermore, a cor-

relation of this type is highly unlikely because excess oxygen is 

k d . f . . d 37 nown to epress re ract~ve ~n ex. Therefore, very little weight 

should be given to this result until less ambiguous index measurements 

can be obtained. Much more reliable methods of measuring index (and 

thickness) must be employed. 

Envelope Calculations 

For films of medium index like alumina, envelope calculations 

of complex refractive index, inhomogeneity, and thickness can yield 

quite satisfactory results. These calculations, by Marie Garcia for 

the four films of run 215, are in somewhat better harmony with other 
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measurements than the Abeles values. The model assumes that the index 

distribution is a linear function of film thickness, so that the out

puts are inner and outer refractive index (at the substrate-film and 

film-air interfaces, respectively), imaginary part of index k, and 

thickness at selected wavelengths. 

Figure 7.8 summarizes the average indices of these films as 

calculated from the envelope. (Since the index is assumed linear, the 

average index is simply the arithmetic mean of the inner and outer 

indices.) The lowest index (about 1.63 at 550 nm) obtains for the 

first evaporation, which was also the most oxygen-rich. The highest 

index (about 1.67 at 550 nm) is that corresponding to the second evapo

ration, which was nearly stoichiometric. The indices of the ion

assisted films fall between these extremes. 

There is clearly no correlation between these results and the 

Abeles measurements: both the index values and their ranking are sig

nificantly different. Since the Abeles method measures the surface 

index, perhaps some correlation should appear in the values for outer 

index, bu~ as Figure 7.9 shows, this is not the case. The index values 

and their ranking are completely different from the Abeles. 

A more satisfying relationship between oxygen concentration 

and index appears in the inhomogeneity values, plotted as inner, 

outer, and average index in Figure 7.10a through 7.10d. The first 

evaporation 215-1, which has oxygen concentrated near the substrate, 

shows a strong negative inhomogeneity, i.e., the inner index is lower 
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than the outer one. (This is an unusual occurrence in thin films; they 

are usually denser at the substrate.) When compared to the minimal 

inhomogeneity of the stoichiometric second evaporation, it appears 

likely that the inhomogeneity is related to the oxygen distribution. 

The erratic behavior of the inhomogeneity values in the ion-assisted 

films must be interpreted as noise in the spectrophotometric data. 

Evidently, excess oxygen decreases the local refractive index, 

as expected but not as indicated by the Abeles technique. The negative 

correlation between oxygen and index is apparent in a graph of average 

index versus (average) oxygen content (shown for several wavelengths in 

Figure 7.11). Both the oxygen content and index of the bombarded films 

fall between the extremes set by the unbombarded films; oxygen imp1an-

tation is therefore the only obvious effect of bombardment. 

The envelope method also yields extinction coefficient k and 

thickness d. For the samples 215-1 through 215-4~ k fell in the range 

-3 1 - 3 x 10 , near the limit of resolution of-the envelop technique. 

It was remarkably invariant from sample to sample, as shown in Figure 

7.12. Values of d could be calculated from the data at each wavelength 

and were agreeably self-consistent. Thicknesses and deviations are 

given in Figure 7.13. 

Physical Properties and Density 

Since the optical measurements indicated that bombardment did 

not increase refractive index, it was interesting to look for changes 

in film density. The combined results of RBS and thickness (described 
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Figure 7.11. Average refractive index at several wavelengths as 
calculated from the envelope vs oxygen concentration for 
alumina samples 
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earlier) were again used to determine mass density in g/cm3 • Thickness 

measurements were obtained from optical surface profilometer for the 

samples 217-1 and 217-2 and by envelope method for 215-1 through 215-4. 

The results, summarized in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.14, show no definite 

correlation with bombardment conditions but a significant relationship 

to oxygen content if the runs are taken separately. The fact that the 

runs must be separated may be indicative of a systematic error in 

thickness measurement. It is again evident that oxygen is the factor 

responsible for the decrease in both index and density. The upper 

bound on oxygen density is set by sample 215-1, which has the most 

oxygen at 0.12 + 0.02 g/cm3 • 

Moisture Adsorption 

The recurring negative resu.lts reported above cause one to 

wonder if bombardment is having any effect on film growth at all. As 

a last attempt to obtain a substantive indication of change, the shift 

in wavelength between vacuum and air was measured for freshly-deposited 

samples (220-1 through 220-3) approximately 1,000 A thick. Sample 

220-1 was deposited conventionally onto· unheated substrates, 220-2 was 

ion-assisted at an unknown rate near 0.1 ion/molecule, and 220-3 was 

ion-assisted at about 0.5 ion/molecule. The transmittance of each sam-

pIe was measured immediately after deposition, immediately before vent-

ing, soon after venting, and 24 hours after venting. The shifts in 

wavelength, expressed as percentage changes in optical thickness, are 

summarized in Table 7.5. No shift was observed in any sample between 
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Table 7.4. Density of Alumina Films 

Sample Un/Bomb Density (g/cm3) Oxygen Factor 

215-1 U 3.21 ± 0.10 3.24 ± 0.02 

215-2 U 3.51 ± 0.10 3.07 ± 0.02 

215-3 B 3.60 ± 0.10 3.07 ± 0.08 

215-4 B 3.35 ± 0.10 3.14 ± 0.08 

217-1 U 3.04 ± 0.10 3.20 ± 0.10 

217-2 B 3.35 ± 0.10 3.04 ± 0.10 
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.Tab1e 7.5. Shifts in Wavelength for Alumina Films 

Sample 

220-1 

220-2 

220-3 

Un/Bomb 

U 

B (0.1)* 

B (0.5) 

Soon After Vent 

1.5 ± 0.3% 

no change 

no change 

*Numbers in parentheses refer to ion/molecule ratio. 
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24 Hours Later 

2.7 ± 0.3% 

no change 

no change 



the end of deposition and the moment prior to venting approximately 2 

hours later. 
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Neither of the ion-assisted samples showed any detectable shift, 

which means that the change, if any, was less than 0.3%. The conven

tional film shifted 1.5 ± 0.3% on vent and a total of 2.7 ± 0.3% after 

24 hours. If an index of 1.63 is assumed for the conventional film in 

air and the change in optical thickness is attributed only to a change· 

in index, then the index of the film in vacuum would have been 1.59. 

The index of a bombarded film in vacuum would still be approximately 

1.63. We have at last some evidence that bombardment increases the 

refractive index of alumina films! 

Argon Concentration 

As was seen in the m~gnesium fluoride result~, argon was not 

incorporated into the unbombarded films but appeared in the bombarded 

films in an amount roughly proportional to the bombardment ratio. The 

largest observed percentage, corresponding to an ion/molecule ratio of 

0.64, was 2.7%. Table 7.6 and Figure 7.15 summarize these results. 

Environmental Stability 

In the interest of supplementing the report by Rainer et al. 

of unusual environmental instability in alumina, sample coatings were 

subjected to 24 hours of high humidity and elevated temperature. Sam

ples were measured for transmittance by spectrophotometry and inspected 

for cosmetic defects under the microscope before and after treatment. 
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Table 7.6. Argon Concentration in lAD Alumina Films 

Sample Ion/molecule Argon atomic % 

208B 0.12 0.7 ± 0.2 

215-3 0.13 0.4 ± 0.1 

217-2 0.3 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 

215-4 0.64 2.7 ± 0.2 

(95% relative humidity, 40°C). Samples were inspected for cosmetic 

defects under the microscope before and after treatment. Both unbom

barded and bombarded films failed this test by suffering obvious sur

face damage, but the ion-assisted sample was not completely uestroyed 

and retained undamaged areas. In a subsequent test of films depos

ited onto heated substrates, both films passed, but again the ion

assisted sample showed fewer blemishes after treatment. Thus, lAD 

does appear to improve, if only slightly, the enviornmental stability 

of alumina films. 
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Fluorine Resistance 

Steve Fo1tyn and colleagues at Los Alamos National Lab again 

tested the deterioration of sample coatings in the fluorine environ

ment described in the previous chapter. Degradation, given in Fig

ure 7.16 as the percentage decrease in transmittance after exposure, 

was nearly the same for the bombarded and unbombarded samples. In 

both cases, the films decayed more rapidly than the uncoated sub

strate, and we are forced to conclude that ion-assistance does not 

improve the fluorine resistance of alumina films, which are not suit

able for fluorine environments. 

Conclusions 

It should be obvious by this point that ion-assistance has 

only a minimal effect on the properties of alumina films. No conclu

sive changes were observed in absorption, refractive index in air 

(both Abeles and envelope), homogeneity, stoichiometry (except oxygen 

implantation), fluorine resistance, or density. However, the de

crease in porosity observed by moisture penetration confirms that 

bombardment does have an effect on film growth and structure, and 

indicates that the refractive index of a bombarded film in vacuum is 

significantly higher than that of a conventional film. It is not un

derstood why this effect is not seen as a change in density. Further 

evidence of change is apparent from the slight increase in environ

mental stability. 
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Oxygen concentration is a much more significant factor than 

bombardment to the optical properties of the film. Early evaporations 

from fresh starting materila suffer from an oxygen excess, especially 

near the substrate. The excess can raise the average stoichiometry 

of the film to Al
2

03 •4 or more, significantly lowers the index of the 

film and increases the inhomogeneity. 

The best alumina films, those with high, stable, homogeneous 

indices and low porosity, are therefore deposited by ion-assisted de

position from used source material. The ion beam should not implant 

oxygen; this can be accomplished either by minimizing the beam flux 

and energy, or by bombarding with argon and supplying the required 

oxygen independently. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation has been concerned with the effects, 

beneficial and otherwise, of ion bombardment on the properties and 

performance of optical coatings. It is clear from the results present

ed earlier that bombardment can have important and useful effects on 

coatings, but that the coating may suffer in other ways. It is 

appropriate, therefore, to review in this chapter the character of 

the observed bombardment-induced changes and the develop some general 

statements regarding the applicability, efficacy, and promise of ion

assisted deposition as a technique for improving thin-film optical 

filters. This revie~v w.i11 obviously include a number of suggested 

directions for future reseaL~h. 

Post-Deposition Bombardment nf Zirconia and Titania 

Chapter 4 presented the results of ~n examination of moisture

penetration behavior of ion-bombarded multilayer filters. Because the 

ion interaction is limited to the top layer of the filter, this study 

reduces to an investigation of the material which composes the top 

layer, either zirconia or titania, and of the effect of changes in the 

porosity of that material after ion bombardment. 

It was found, by measuring indirectly the amount of water 

adsorbed into the filter, that the porosity of zirconia remains 
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unchanged after bombardment, but that titania becomes significantly 

less porous. A number of possible explanations were considered, but 

finally this change was explained on the basis of crystalline/amorphous 

transitions in the two materials. It has been shown in other work that 

zirconia under ion bombardment tends from an amorphous state towards 

a more crystalline one, and thCl.t the reverse takes place in titania. 

The decrease in titania porosity is then linked to a decrease in the 

density of the material as it swells and occludes the intercolumnar 

voids in the film. The same effect is not seen in zirconia because the 

transition is toward crystallinity and higher density. 

This explanation, however plausible, has gone untested because 

of the difficulty and expense of analyzing a modified surface layer 

only some tens of Angstroms thick. If this explanation is sound there 

are at least two useful ways to confirm it. The first and simplest 

way is to build up a thick layer of the modified material by repeatedly 

depositing and then bombarding the film. A thick layer could be 

analyzed by more conventional methods such as x-ray diffraction and 

RBS, and changes in crystallinity and density could be observed. The 

second method exploits a generalization of the hypothesis: if 

amorphization is responsible, then the effect should be observable in 

other materials which amorphize under bombardment. Such materials 

include several common optical coating materials (Ge, Si, SiC, Si02 , 

Sn0
2

, Cr20
3

) and several III-V materials (AlP, AlAs, GaAs, GaP, etc.). 

Filters of these materials could be fabricated, bombarded, and 

examined for· porosity changes. 



Regardless of the correct explanation, the ability to induce 

this novel change in filter properties is potentially quite useful. 
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The case was made earlier in this dissertation that porosity is a major 

weakness in optical filters. Chapters 6 and 7 proved tha.t porosity 

can be significantly reduced by ion-assisted deposition, but perhaps 

neglected to point out that the affected area is small and that scaling 

lAD up to a practical manufacturing size is no small difficulty. The 

post-deposition process described in Chapter 4 does not suffer as 

severely from this problem and, with additional development, could 

provide a viable method of minimizing coating porosity without lAD. 

Ion-Assisted Deposition of Magnesium Fluoride 

Magnesium fluoride films are both blessed and cursed by the 

fact that the parent bulk material is excellent for the ultraviolet. 

On one hand, it must by legacy be an excellent material itself, and on 

the other its ultraviolet absorption is never low enough. This 

dichotomy was never more apparent than in the examination of ion

assisted films presented in Chapter 6. 

The most significant effect of ion bombardment on magnesium 

fluoride is the induction of a complex set of sources of ultraviolet 

absorption. Targove at the Optical Sciences Center is currently 

considering the possibility that there may be three or more separate 

absorption mechanisms at work in bombarded MgF2 which are not prob

lematic in conventional films. Two distinct absorption signatures 

were observed in this work. The first, a narrowband absorption 
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centered near 250 nm, was associated with lower ion/molecule arrival 

ratios, and the second, much broader and centered near 300 nm, appeared 

under heavier bombardment. 

Most of the possible explanations of these absorptions are 

associated with bombardment-induced fluorine depletion, but only one, 

the F-center absorption, was identified with any certainty; it was cor

related with the narrowband absorption. The results presented in 

Chapter 6 strongly suggest that the broadband absorption is not due to 

colloidal metal particles as suggested by Raine, but rather to one of 

two less-known objects: R-centers, which are almost unknown, and/or an 

electronic absorption associated with dangling oxygen bonds. The 

oxygen-related absorption was indicated by the results of an ESCA 

analysis of an absorbing film and supported by evidence of substantial 

incorporated oxygen. The open end of this work is a particularly 

promising direction for a researcher interested in condensed-matter 

physics. 

Films with very low ultraviolet absorption (less than 2-3% at 

the absorption peak at 250 nm for a 1,000 A thick film) were deposited 

by minimizing the substrate temperature, maximizing the distance from 

the ion source to the substrate, and bombarding the growing film at a 

rate of about 0.1 ion per arriving molecule. 

It was also found that both narrow and broad absorptions can 

be reduced or eliminated by baking the coating in air at moderate 

(400°C) temperatures for an hour. How~ver, this process invariably 

results in some additional loss of fluorine and conversion to the 
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oxide, which very likely increases the refactive ·index. (Absorption at 

550 nm can be minimized in fabrication by employing oxygen or water 

114 vapor ions instead of argon ions, but the increase in refractive 

index associated with oxide formation is unavoidable.) In some applica-

tions, of course, baking may not be feasible, and an increase in index 

is rarely desirable, although argon-ion-assisted films do show a slight 

increase in index over conventional films regardless of baking. 

While the importance of the bombardment-induced absorption 

should not be minimized, a number of positive results came out of the 

same experimentation. For example, bombardment causes a number of 

highly desirable changes in the physical properties of the film. Film 

porosity is decreased, as evidenced by RBS depth profiles of reduced 

carbon migration and restricted oxidation after baking. Ion-assisted 

films are much more resistant to damage by abrasion than conventional 

films, and withstand the hostility of a fluorine atmosphere signifi-

cantly better as·well. Examinations of stress-induced film cracks 

suggest that ion-assisted films may suffer from less stress. 

Furthermore, the compositional changes induced by bombardment 

are apparently not detrimental. Next to magnesium and fluoride, the 

next most populous element in the film is oxygen, which appears at 

about 3 atomic percent in conventional films and about 4 atomic percent 

in ion-assisted films. This difference is probably insignificant as 

long as the oxygen is not bound so as to cause absorption. Argon is 

implanted in ion-assisted films as well, at about 0.5 atomic percent in 

low absorption films. Finally, less than 170 ppm of tungsten (from 



.the ion gun filaments) is detected in ion-assisted films, and no 

effects of this minimal amount have been found. 
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In short, very high optical and mechanical quality ion-assisted 

magnesium fluoride films can be fabricated, but due to a tendency 

toward troublesome ultraviolet absorption, films are most useful when 

improved physical and mechanical properties, rather than low ultra

violet absorption, are the primary objective. 

Ion-Assisted Deposition of Alumina 

Whereas induced absorption dominates the effects of bombardment 

in magensium fluoride, no single effect dominates the results in 

alumina. Ion-assisted films do show significant changes in vacuum re

fractive index and porosity; porosity is reduced to the point that 

films show no measurable change in performance on exposure to air. 

However, little significant change was observed in absorption, refrac

tive index in air, homogeneity, composition, fluorine resistance, en

vironmental stability, or density. Changes in mechanical properties 

and porosity must be considered the significant positive results of 

this study. 

In addition to the results presented for ion-assisted films, 

this study identified other deposition parameters which are vitally 

important to the production of high quality alumina films. The most 

important parameters are those which influence the amount of oxygen in 

the films: residual oxygen pressure, oxidation state and purity of 

the source material, and oxygen ion bombardment ratio. 
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Many sample films, conventional and ion-assisted, were found to 

be oxygen-rich, with the excess clearly correlated to decreases in 

both refractive index and density. The first deposition from fresh 

source material suffered most severely from this effect, whether or 

not residual oxygen was added to the chamber. Since the SQurce mate

rial was found to be severely reduced by extended evaporation, the 

explanation apparently lies in the fact that oxygen which is 

preferentially removed from the source material early in evaporation 

is buried in the growing film. 

Because reduced source material led to absorbing films for 

later· evaporations, it was necessary to add residual oxygen to the 

chamber. This did alleviate the increase in absorption but, surpris

ingly, did not compound the problem of excess oxygen incorporation; 

stoichiometric films were deposited. Excess oxygen can again be incor

porated if oxygen-ion bombardment is strong enough to implant oxygen. 

As an example, the excess oxygen (due to the source) in one 

sample film was evidently confined to the first 1,500A or so of the 

5,000 A-thick film. The nonuniform distribution led to an easily

measured inhomogeneity in refractive index: the inner index (near the 

substrate) was about 1.61 in air while the outer index (near the air 

interface) was about 1.66. If optically homogeneous films are desired, 

then care must be taken to homogenize the oxygen content. 

Homogeneous films of high refractive index are best deposited 

from used source material in a constant residual pressure of oxygen. 

An oxygen pressure should be chosen which is just adequate to maintain 
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complete oxidation without allowing incorporation of the excess. If 

the oxygen is added via the ion beam, the bombardment flux must be low 

enough to prevent oxygen-ion implantation. 

In summary, ion-assistance has again had a strong positive 

effect on the physical properties of the film, but in alumina only a 

minimal effect on the optical properties. The most important result of 

this work is the notice of a tendency toward oxygen-excess in alumina, 

and the consequent effect of oxygen on refractive index and density. 

The Capability and Limitations of 
Ion-Assisted Deposition 

It is obvious from the results presented in this dissertation 

that the most useful effects of ion-assisted deposition of magnesium 

fluoride and alumina films are 1). stabilized refractive index, and 

2.) improvement in physical properties: abrasion resistance, stress, 

and porosity. Along w'ith these effects comes an incidental improve-

ment in resistance to chemical corrosion. Furthermore, there is lit-

tIe evidence to indicate that, aside from stabilized refractive index, 

the optical properties of these particular ion-assisted films are any 

better than those of conventional films. In many cases presented here, 

they are indeed worse, if only slightly. 

If a single general conclusion must be drawn from this work on 

magnesi~~ fluoride and alumina, then it must be that ion-assisted 

deposition is good for physical properties and ineffective with opti-

cal properties. Such a conclusion, however, would be crucially 



misleading. The reason is that these two materials were specifically 

chosen for study because of their difficult and enigmatic optical 

properties. 

Coleman's unsuccessful attempt at sputtering magnesium fluo

ride
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stands as an additional example of the difficulty involved 

with ion interactions and halides. His final conclusion was that 

fluorides could not be sputtered, a conclusion that.the present work 

certainly supports. The outstanding optical properties of 

conventionally-deposited alumina films place it among the elite of 

optical coating materials. It is not altogether surprising that im

provement is hard-won, as indeed seems to be the case. 

It is therefore necessary to stave off the conclusion that 

ion-assisted deposition is unable to improve optical properties. The 

work of other researchers has shown the great benefit of ion-assisted 

deposition with refractory oxides. Ion-beam sputtering and dual-ion

beam sputtering, two processes related closely to ion-assisted 

deposition, are tremendously successful in depositing ultra-low-loss 

laser gyro mirrors of titania and silica, and this fact reinforces the 

promise of lAD for improving optical properties. But for the recal

citrant materials chosen for study here, ion-assisted deposition can 

claim to make useful improvements mainly in stabilizing refractive 

index and improving physical properties. 

Even the limited gains seen in these materials must not be 

underestimated. This dissertation has looked at both important and 

unimportant properties of ion-assisted films, without always making a 
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distinction between them. Optical properties certainly number among 

the important ones, but many of the central problems in modern applica

tion coatings are not with optical constants, but with stability and 

physical properties. An unstable refractive index can be the limiting 

factor in determining the performance tolerance for a specific coating 

design. Furthermore, the physical stability of a coating is directly 

bound to its reliability and service life, both of which should almost 

always be maximized. Ion-assisted deposition addresses these problems 

head-on, is simple and inexpensive to implement, and requires a minimum 

of iteration before otherwise conventional coatings achieve the status 

of high-performance coatings. 

Suggested Directions for Future Research 

A number of open ends have been left in the present work, most 

of which have been mentioned in context, but it is appropriate to list 

some of them here in condensed form for reference. 

1. The theoretical problem of describing the interaction between 

the ion beam and the surface of the substrate and growing 

film. This is truly the central issue in all ion-interaction 

processes, from RF sputtering to lAD, and very little is known 

to date. The field is clouded by apparently conflicting re

ports of ion-induced processes; considerable additional experi

mental work is needed as well. A success in this area promises 

to yield extremely useful predictions of bombardment-induced 



changes. Since little work is currently being done, it is a 

highly rewarding avenue. 
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2. A more rigorous investigation of how moisture adsorption is 

inhibited in titania films (and in ion-assisted films as well). 

There are other questions related to the utility of post

deposition process, such as Does it work with other materials? 

Can it be made into a useful manufacturing process? 

3. The mechanisms responsible for bombardment-induced absorption 

in magnesium fluoride, and why bombardment induces them. Other 

questions naturally follow: Can bombardment be modified so as 

to not induce them? Can they be removed adequately by baking? 

Wha t other materials will suffer similar changes? The answe:['s 

to these questions will bear strongly on the potential useful

ness of magnesium fluoride f:l.lms for ultraviolet filters. 

4. The problem of excess oxygen in alumina. Where does it reside 

in the -film? What deposition processes can minimize the 

problem? Can the excess oxygen be removed after the fact? 

Answers to these questions will increase the usefulness of 

alumina in highest quality optical filters. 

There are of course many other unresolved questions. No study 

based on a relatively small finite sample of coatings can be absolute 

and conclusive. Many of the explanations proposed here are tentative 

or prOVisional, and further exploration of any of the roads traveled 

here will undoubtedly be fruitful. I will leave to others some of the 

questions of certainty and proof. 
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